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town brought a sack with him
whicn he tarried home filled
with seeds-potatoes. "Tater
Day" is an -Institution peculiar
State Board of Equalization Makes to Benton. We have never Some
Tentative Raises on Asscsments heard of an other town which by
in Several Counties. has a distinctive "Tater Day,"9- 
but Benton has had one for for
ty years or more always on the
in April and its, The following tiuminary of theFrankfort, Ky., April 11 tirst Monday
The State lioard of Equalization 
fame has spread until it serves fruit situation in the Henderson
Tuesday afternoon tentatively
at -rater Day". for a 
considers-' 
Journal fits this section pretty,
--Equalized the asseiiittient- bfferias'-uw lAirtk"1-4-111-411.-'4"Tit4eY'well:west of Tennessee river. "It is impossible to get a. sin-
Kickapoo Worm Killer Expels gle fruit grower in Henderson
WOrrnfl. . county to nay that the fruit has
The cause.of your ild's ill
-been killed by the recent freeze.
ch
The foul, fetid, off 
"This was discovered by in.
ensive breath .
-The starting up with terror 
terviewing all the fruit growers
in Henderson county who were
and grinding of teeth while'
asleep -The sallow complexion 
present at the called meeting in
Henderson, on Saturday after-
the dark circles under the eyes--
are all indications of worms. nw.n.' "oat of the fruit growers
for some time chief operator in
the local Cumberland telephone
ollice and is a very popular and
handsome young woman. Mr.
Wuterfield has been elaseociuted
with the City Light Coe for
some time and Is a well known.
young man of the city.
Charlie Crawford, son of 1)r.
C. N. Crawford and wife, of
Lynn Grove, and Miss Carrie
Boyd,* Farnainton, were-unit-
ed in marriage last Sunday af-
ternoon at the bride's home.
Mr. sad Mrs. Crawford are well
known *ilk people hair, a host
of friends: -
Green Dawson, son of Mr.
Wick Daweon, of near Roaring
Spring, and Mrs. Lula B. Hill,
of Lafayette, were married.Sun-
day night at the horns of- the
ickapoo Worm Killer what were very optimistic and said bride's brother, Mr. E. L. WeatieLaurel, Letcher, Menifee. Mor- y•eur child nekds: it expels the era, in Lafayette. Rev. Wick-that if the freeze had any effectgan and Perry counties in the worths, the cau the child's performed the ceremony.at all, it was to thin out the buds ham
Seventh District, were not rain- unhealthy cond. For the a little and save the fruit grew. Immediately after the wedding
selves. They state that there' bridal tour. -Hopkinsville Ken-
land and town lots; Caldwell, 15 
are many more buds and blos- 1 •
effect adds tone to the general
on land and 10 on lots:Calloway, system. Supplied -as a candy and that unless some of these Mr. John Curd and Miss Jen-
I
are destroyed by natural causes, nie Clark were united in mar-
TH
•
•
lie MURRAY, KENTUCKY rlteetioese. elem. [4i lei•
GETS A RAISE
perty in the First and Seventh
Appellate Iiistriete. and assign-
ed dates for representutives of
the counties in these districts to
appear before the board in re-
gard to raises made, The dates
assigned are between April 7th
and 28th.
Christian, Hickman and Liv-
ingston counties in the First Dis-
trict, and Clay, Knott, Knox,
at - removal of seats eto h ant! pin ' Mr. and Mrs. Dawson left on a
In the First District Ballard worms, Kickitpoo WoKiller 
ers the trouble of doing it them-
county was raised 30 per cent on gives sure relief. Its laxativel Ituckian
some than the tree will support
aster Sunday oast
company for dinner and was liu-I "It is the belief of the fruitter for adults
Paducah, Ky.,April 10.--The
Fiscal- -Coort---struck -off-e-very-
name from . the rpauper list of
McCracken County.
This amounts to over_$1,200
annually. Magistrates charged
tha':diany able-bodied persona
were on the list. and one admit-
ted that he knew perhaps, one
out of every ten beneficiaries in
the district.
The court also:brought to light
The fact that though the county
had helped pay for t,e city
children's school books, five city
principa's did not e'en Pay poll
tax.
10 on each: Carlisle, 15 on each; confection-children like it. Safe
Fulton, 10 on land:( Graves, 10 and sure relief. Guaranteed. riage at Paducah last Monday.they will have to be thinned out
on land and lots; Hopkins, 10 on Buy a box today. Price 25c. All--- by the fruit grower. The bride is a daughter or the
lands and lots; Lyon, 10 on land; druggists or by mail. • 4_widow Clark of near Kirkseyphth,!_say"A few of the fruit ,igowerslalarith-aki-Von land-and -16"1-11Ciekapoo Indian Med. (.... -
Muhlenherg, 10 on land and iota adelphia or St. Louis. 
it. is poseible that their -and a beatttifyl young lady. Mr.
McCracken, Mon land and lots: 
, peaches were slightly damaged, . Curd is a son of Dr. John Curd
Trigg, 15 on land mil loon lots:
Union, ti on land.
- • -
STILL ALIVE
Damage to Fruit Crop, But
no Means Has All of it
Been Killed.
Best Family Laxative.
name would not be disclosed -to the meeting smell branchesBeware o constipatten•
i'lateatT LJAC: Pine ert'td`Pe 9-r fin-Y-th-jug-111-1-11c-1--"r1r- 
„froneilleire_fruit trees, and
;very much em-harassed as a re-- in every instance the branch
keep we! Med. Charles E.
Smith, or 1 t 'Franklin. Me. 
Jault of gossip that is going thel held promiseof abundanit yield
rounds. Easter Sunday she had this summer. ,
calls them r family laxa- .
tive." Notting sy preparing a roast for the rap- men, generally, that there is not
or aged. Get them today. 25c. idly approaching repast. She . liable to be any told from this
All druggists or by mail. excused herself for .a few min.:, time that will kill the fruit, as
H. E. Bucklen'. & Co., Philadel- ures to add a little seasoning to it is near the middle of April, a
phia or St. Louis.
STILL OUT
Jury in Parker
Reach Verdict at Hour
ger Coca to Press.
lit. Grogan; 8. C. !Womb; J.
.ilephene H. Holt; T. F. Huts.;
Fletcher F. lases; T. W. Kirk-
land; America L. Martin: J. M.
to , Neal; C. M. On.; O. T. Scarbro-
ugh; J. W. Steele; J. W. Story:
C. • R.. Stubblefield; I.ydia A.
Waggoner; D. F. Waterfield; L.
D. Bate; 'Wm. Fisher; Elizabeth
' Bob Parker, charged with kil- A. Nix; C. li. Jones; Mrs. R. J.
ling Van Elkins some severil:Tarry: J. H. lItterback: Wint
months ago was given a trial in Coleman and J. C. Denham.
the CatirovarCfreult Court here—The-neat quarterly diatribe-
this week. The case was called tion will be made May 15th, and
Tuesday morning and after two all pensioners whose claims are
, days of evidence and argument allowed will Le paid at the rater
was given to the jury Wedneis- of ten dollars per month since
loll- ey-afternoon. Up to this hour their applications were filed
the jury was still unable to reach with the departrnens at Frank-
e verdict and the general pre- fort, and in most of the Cabo-
diction is that a hung jury Will way instances these claims were
result. filed in the year of 1912. Each
I Large crowds attended the Pensioner is allowed $10 per
trial both days, and keep inter- month and with a total of 2,611
lest was manifested. Parker claims allowed the total 'will
was defended. by Coleman & reach $4,110 per month or a
Wells, Cook & Thompson, and itgrand
is
s  total genera ly1-w ry ecaornocfed$e3d01,t3h2tait.
while State%Holland & Ryan.
Attorney Smith was assisted in when all claims from the state
the prosecution by Hdn. John are finally adjueted that the an-
Kelley, of Cadiz. The case was nual payment will reach approx.
[bitterly contested by both de- imately $1,000,000 per year.
fense and prosecution and many
of the spectators have pronounc- POSITION WANTED.--I would
Case Unable
Led-
ed the arguments presented by
Meserseit. T. Wells, for the •'de-
, fence, and Denny P. Smith, for
the prosecution, the ablest ever
heard in the county-
(but all the growers are confident who formerly lived in Calloway. j The regular April term of Cal-
that the apple crop has escaped
' \ I injury. )•
' A young' society girl whose 
I. "Several fruit grower
s brought
the roast and in her hurry she time when we have the right to
McCracken Coanty Saving Mosey made a terrible mistake. Draw-
ing the roast pan from the stove :
she reached on the shelf for a
can 01_2.1U _andebegan_s-Prinklidgi:
the contents over the reast. Af-
ter completing- the seasoning,s 
Ale looked at the can and was
dumbfounded tn Team_ of her
mistake. Instead of salt -he;
had seasoned the roast With
"Old Dutch Cleanser."
ea ness tannoti,e (JUrea.
by local ai.plieatiLms. as they .can-4
nor la aeti the diseased Vol t i•rkt_of the_
ear, 'liter., is only one.17,:_arfo
de:aft:ens. and that is by el Wtitttitil
t i r, Deafness is eaUsed
by an inflatinel condition of the mu.-
etis (.f the Enstactain Tut., .
expect warm Weather." . --
The damage hereabouts seems
to be much smaller than was at
ftret fearede----Theseapproiseb--of--Gel
spring, hoWever has disclosed
the. fact that' many treetops
were killed by the February
feeeees following the mild weaths
er -in January. Not-only were
the buds killed, but the whole
tree in many instances, or at
least all of its upper branches.
They visited friends in Paducah
and from there went to Lexing-
loway Circuit Court was conven-
e(' promptly Monday morning
ton, Term., where they will and after empanneling the juries
spend several days visiting the criminal docket ye..eis--irnme-
_friends after : which tie w
return to Laconia, Tenn.,
-C-y ill- - -diatelyael red-into. _  A feW.
*here minor cases were heard Monday,
Mr. Curd ma employed by the .and Tuesday Mai Parker can
N. C. &St. L. 'Railway Company. was called. Quite a large-rtim-
Their many friends wish them a her of ca;es are docketed for
long and happy life. rhe rites this term.
of matrimony were solemnized 
i 
Grape vines also were winter
killed and many are dead to the
ground. But where the bude
escaped the earPer freeees, they
seem to be nearly all 'alive, in
spite of-the.severe frosts of last
-, ..week. 4
...NW
G. Curd of Murray. Breaks Chapel
I I _1
Announcment is made of the Tobacco stripping and de-; ,
1 approaching marriage of Miss
Louise Holt, daughter of C. D.
Holt and wife, of San- Diego, 
141 sreolsee Dicke- soil 
R. Dick, of the-New Providence
section of the county. The mar-
riage will take place in this
county,_Mias Holt • ,
here about 2fith of the present
month. The marriage- will take
place the first week in May.
livering has been the order of
the day the past week.
Tobacco pleats have all come
, up and-rife-aVcintlireallerasted.
i Some have planted gardens
and potatoes.
eeleilleezetu Fred Jones' little child is se-
' ring wit an effectlon of
throat.
, P. A. Jones has-set his saw-
mill on Mrs. M. S. Burkeen's
Bad breath, bitte taste, diz
zinese and 'a general "no ac-
couet" feeling is a sure sign of
a torpid liver; HERIANE is „the
medicine needed. makes 'thei A
liver active, vit izes the blood,
regulates the b wsis and:. re-
stores a hne feeliag of fl 17V el he Cla--ton
TT
lend.
Clifton Sims. wife and little
son of Birmingham were here to
see her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Aim Byars Saturday night.
Mr Bearden of near Benton
hI W4 n the tub e is intIonied you fia‘ and cheerfulness. \Price 50c.-13tirveY€ t
Look to Your Plumbing a rumbi-in:: %
wind or Imperfect Sold by Dale and Stubblefield. for Air. 1Villie DaUghtera a
nd
ing aro u hen-it is viairefy ,
You know what happens in a fleetness
house in which the plumbing is in il+flanistim
poor condition-everybody in the; this tab*
.
'ditto'', hearing
house is liable to contract ty- ever: nine
phoid or . other- fe .
digestive or no perform the:but an i amed con that of the
same function in the human bos in •us.
dy as the plornh does for the I we will give One...Hpildred
house, and they ould be kept' lars for any case of des r-rie-iii0eauRed
in first class condition all the by catarrh I that cannot be eared by
time. If you have\any trouble' Hall's catarrh cure. Send for cir-
with your digestion take cuter, free.
berlain's Tablets and you are
certain to get quick relief. For
sale by Dale & Stubblefield.
a lesult. awl ,
can bejakun out and
ed s.6 t normal c,ot-
II lae destroyed for-
ottt nf ten are
Bestes's "rater Day"
"later Day" is-a sort of an-
nual festival at Benton, Marshall
county. In some way that town
has become headquarters for the
sale of seed sweet potatoes and
the sale is always piffled oft on
the first Monday in April. Last
Monday was "Tater Day." and
it is estimated that 5,000 bush-
els of yams were disposed of at
the fixed price of $1 a Wallet:
Wagon loads of potetoes. 'were-
there from nearly_ every. county
in...Jackson:8 Purchase. and from
otre or two counties-in Wee(
Teattoasei. In ,a1 1 Something
. like '150- wagonsee.!cotitaining-
sweet potatoes were lined eup
around the court; house square
And every farmer *ho come to
11
F. J. CHEN F.Y lc CO.. Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggista, price 75 tents
Take Hall's Family Pills fiiir-Eict -
stipation.
Card of Magi.'
We wish be-express our heart-
fele:thanks to our many friends
and neighbors, for their kind-
ness slioWn us during the sick-
ness of our darling boy. Leo.
talso the Doctors alio were so
faithful to the end. May God's
richess blessings rest odd you
ail, is oureprayer.-Cordis Fair
--and Wife. 
Ministry Goias.
tun with /4341a & Jones,
*d a- complete
-line.of mill goade. can
lsave eseu ni y ybitrespring
itimrnef h CdRIC and let
me show 3e:el.-. la Ezell. 492'
HYMENEAL Estimable Woman Passes Away. .. we4,
Virgil and Toy Jones have a
Mrs.- Ina Barnett. aged 22 yoke of small cattle but they let
. years, the beloved wife of Reed
mono,:
h..... and  .1a:t ter than „Barnett,. died nf  .4Naritonitia---at . wee_
one and all know that they are
'her home in this city last Friel-
Terea4yer the- Theft-. Hte- sweeter. the-
honey: 
_ day .rnorning. She first had' 
Mrs. M. S. Burkeen was sum.
wl,r141 over. step brother, Uncle Ben Brownabout one week when she gave'
birth to twins, boys, on Sunday,
March, 29, and for a few days
seemed to be getting along well.
but when on last Wednesday it
was discovered that she had
peritonitis, no hopes for her re-
covery were maintained.
Mrs. Barnett was a quiet, un-
assuming little woman with a
lovable disposition and was a
Christian who lived her religion
She was conscious until just a
few minutes before she breath-
ed her last and asked every oneIriesTInatd toalmr eet her heaven.he
farm here
mond to-attend the death of her
And__.aissing was— clover. eet,estae, measles and had been in bed
Wlie-re‘er Copi41 might wander."
--Dan Cupid has been worked
overtime during the Eastertidel
nd as a result of his dart* quite
a number of happy weddings
have occurred.
Miss Elaine Meloan, the charm-
ing young daughter of J. Mc.
Meloan and wife. of Hazel, were
united in marriage last Sunday
afternoon at the residence of
Elder I. T. Green to Mr. Dee
Mitchell. son of J. F. Mitchell
and wife, of .this city. _Both
parties are very popular young
people and possess a wide circle
of friends in this city'- who wish
for them a long iiire-Of useful-
ness and happiness.•
-Miss Roxie Forrest, - daughter
of Alec Forrest and wife, and
Mr. Burnie Wai.erfield, both- of
this city were unitA in mks:
riage last Stinciey afternoon in
Paris, Tenn. Miss Forrest was din Enterprise.
talked 
husband about dying and insist-
ed on his meeting her, but she
asked him twice again to so live
to meet her o+er yonder.
The deceased is survived by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
Youngblood, of Oak Grove
nei hborhood. three brothers•
Claude, Clyde and Cletus Young-
blood, and two sisters. 'Kisses
Altie and Erie Youngblood. be-
sides a grief. atrickan lausbanli
and infant son- The remains
were interred Saturday in the
Barnett:burying ground.-Har-
4Pla •••
•
^fee.
•
4
eig ts t w,ee
Prof. Charlie Burkeen antrysife
visited his sister, Mrs. Nina
Barnett near Almo Sunday.
Tommie Swift of Flordie-Piw 2
Mrs. Letie Belcher and family
ef Almo attended the birthday
celedration of their mother Mrs.
nit Swift, fifth Sunday.
'Vander Stringer, who ie at-
tending the Murray high school
visited home folks last week.
Henry Burkeen visited rela-
tives near-- Height Saturday
night,
like to se e a position as
housekeeper som ..id fami-
ly. Am ab ac-
ter of house w --Write or
send inform:akin Mrs. Mag-
gie Paschall, MurraA 4102
Deaths of the Weac.
Wild_y Graves received a
.j anday anneunc-
the-, en death of Noah
arding at Hoeston. Texas, lasts
Sunday. Mr. Harding was a
former resident of this County
and was a brother of Mrs. Nan-
ale Graves, Mr. W. H. Harding,
of near Martin, Tenn., and Mr.
John Harding, of Henry county.
He was about seventy years of
age and was for the- past several
years engaged in the banking
business. at FL Worth with ,Mr.
R. L. Ellison, also a former res-
ident of this county.- He was
a_native of this county and, left
here about 30 years ago to make
• home in the.Lone Star state.
He was recently married and
his sudden death come as quite
a shock to relatives and friends
of this county.
Polie Lassiter, a well known
citizen of the Hamlin section ef
the county, died very suddenly
last Friday at his home. He was
one of the .splendid citizens of
the county and was married the
day before his death. He has
! Mr. Allen 11eatherford last many relatives and friends in
different sections of the county
who will be grieRed to learn of
his sudden takieg away.
. .1. L. Wilson, ----of the-
land section of this colinty.
died Friday of ,,the past week
after a lingering illness. She
was a splendid christian woman
and leaves a number of relatives
and friends to mourn her death.
Mrs. Alvis Outland, a highly
esteemed christian lady who
lived about three miles east of
the city, died last Thursday af-
ternoon after a lingering illness.
She was a splendid young wom-
an and had many friends
throughout the county and her
early death come as quite a
shock to her many relatives and
friends in the county.
Jas. McAllen. aged about SO
Confederate Passions Allowed years, died Wednesday afternoon
. at his home near Kirksey, of the_ _ 
An additional several hundred infirmities of age. He was one
oil new peneion claims have been of the oldest citizens of the
allowed by the state departmentl-county and-held ih high esteem
bringing thet-otal nural,er of pan:l by those Who new' in
airierrallowed to date UP te tatflerrivei by a wife and several
among the ?somber recently' al- children:- The burial took place
!Owed from Calloway county isiThursday -in the Mt. Carmel
the following: 0. T. Fnater;T. graveeard.
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SCHOOL BOOKS
COST $5,000,000
TEXT BOOK REPRISENTATIVES
FIGURING ON FIVE YEAR
CONTRACT.
COMMISSION TO BE NAMED
Governor McCreary Going Over the
List of tligibles From Which to Se•
iect Menthers-Eachange V•luts of
Illocike Being Fiaured.
eranitssasefes•••••f•-*t..--•
•
Rasing Dates Seleeted.
That exccullse cutuinitten at LEO
Kenturky anstartatitaa. elatrintiaed at a
I I Chrusult. chairimin; l'ilteelsy
p• oodfurd, G. U. Wilson, Hal Price
Ileadley and W. H. Itbelle a nate teed
toe.daists for the nannies of the vari.
uus stakes as fultuais.
alleadisy, April 27 'The .Aohlaitil
Oaks
‘v+nial'inla). April 211 The idle
/lour Plsakaa.
Thursday, April 20 The Hire s.re*
Selling 'Stakes.
:IiilPtaitui slay, ale) 2 The Ulu. Grass
Tueeslay, lira I Tit. l'Ut11416A1 11.1a•
r111$11raillQ, 1164) 7 TI14. Weeder'.
Futures.
Ni. puteet alit be *Gen fur lies
than $4110 up to 11,011.
There are elwa)• saboat 500 horse"
• quartered al the Inset" sad 54 la elpact--
eaceeiet inesees.44 sisterclien'e*---+ - ed -that -theee--will bat-niesel -24+a- LIW.I
Frankfort. Ky. llepresrutatives of to C11914. 111 The Charleituu apecial
teat book cout•erns at. (Ii Freak beating the fenn y, Ina st a bler art 1.4141
Sur neuritis' tat the estaspanie value. a Ith I PI. %Yard, %V T W'oudeard. Jr..
libb - it WW1 be ',lased uu text books' W J Speysre, J J. McCafferty, J. W.
Sow Ill use in the fire•yrnreontrate
whica. twill be let in .thsly by Lb.' it.
teat be colituilasion. The law creat-
ing the s.ununission prottiles that au
ext•hatute value must be placed on
books now in the hands of pupils uti,
der tlie existing elate •ontruct. and
these books may be turned In to Cu
thorited dealers or iheit value al-
kilted 111 ezehauge for nee. books
adopted this year.
blot. McCreary is working on lbs.
make-up of the commiselon. and is
mild to be weeding unt his list of
eligibles to prevent the possibility of
auyone tntereated In the contract get-
Unit it representation oa the board
No one exeeptins 14 ;meson actively , will be the•rondurtor. Many eminent
eneaged In edut•atiouel work Is engin: educators of the state will probably
his to appointment. and the Ism pro-
•Idea a penalty for any teacher or
other school man or Leek concern at-
tempting to Influence a mereber of the
-416ritittlesion, or foi' ' a book eoncern
oontributing motley or anything elite
di value tor campaign purposes to a
political party or candidate It is vs•
tlinatedithat the five-year contract ell
asisount-to as. amen as $6.000.01.4111. ._ Tliii!rtdai---4Prili Till' a
_. _ 
• lett, Institute'm anticipates'.
4 ._ _
Insurance Company Inconprated• __
Hitch In Get Together Plans°.The Metrhpolitan Fire insuranee ''
company of Iterchmont. Jeffereon The. definite and .11nal refit al of be
county, alth a 4.altlial stock of $2fol, . insurance temp:odes .to cut] itier the
000. will he one of thinfirst Kentucky t•ompronclace ' aropoaliion 0 Pruil Ot
Insurance . companies organized • to huby Laffoon. 4 liairtnan of die state
eels* the insurance problem in this inittrance raring board Is the mom'
state. TM arrinteit- at incoleoratiou kriporratu-dreehretnent Lit th.-
were with Secretary of State ance situation. Nest in impernoice
tiros:onus. The stuck is divided into earl the fact -friar .130% Mi•C'reary,
25.01,11 shares': Bud $50.000 must • bet
paid Ln before the company can begin
business. The incorporators are H. O.
Willlams..1: L. Richprdson, G. H. Rus-
sell. John M. Davis, Smith T. Halley,
G. K. Stevens, J. W. Herring, William
Phillips, John P. liamwell, Jr, Edwin
C. Morgan. W. L. ilazelip. George A. •ClOpMCIita .0141 the renewal ol t be
Long. of Louisa tile. and hi. H. Skiles.. discussion in regard to the constitas
of Frankfort, Gotten* of the Green-Ginun law are
' the nee angles to the *amnion.
Butler Makes Demand For Betsey.
J. F Battle!. of Pike nounty, tots :
demitadeid his attlarv for March as
Judge of the Thirty-fifth district. The
commusafon was awarded him; but in
a (ainteau etsit instituted by ht a Dento-
cratic opponent, .1. M. Robertson. the
• circuit court.-and court of. appeals held _
the *let Goa Invalid. Butler's salary
allowastee Pending the appeal, but the
auditor has not decide:1' vthether to
pay his acalarv of $.'51'1 for March. It
is undtretood he elLams the- pay as OA
1*(10 ;mega.
'Now Company Formed.
Frank Fisher. of Paducah, attired
.liere with articles of incorporation of
the -Ohio Valley Fire and Marine in-
suranee company, capitalized at
OW. The incorporators are: F. M.
Fisher, W. In In, Goa. Ed.•1). Haeuisn,
J. A.. Rudy, Or Frank Boyd, J. C..
Speights1.1. G. Reynolds, lirackiircn•
James Si Itang, Harry- L. N1eyvra. .1.
L. Wolff, S. H. Winstead. E. G. Boon,,
Ale Lich:twilit. W. A. 'terry. IL. B.
Phillips. C. W. Emery. L. !hewer, 4'. It
'tack Auber t4Ltui, Lome F. Kolb.-
.
Bids. Were Very Clews.
Bids for eispplsing hid for the stale
prillOalIT -.abets; a Eanteto contract.
were so close that - the stale.boald of
prison • .mmissior rs decided to have
a test of the real made for _heat
units. The Cabin (-reek, Carbon
Purl, Kentucky Gent. - Daisy* Re:n-
and clear Creek enact.. companies
will all enter the The bids
ranged from "ZVI to 12.ef• the um.
County Assessments Fixed.
The toate beratin tit tonalnastatm in-'
llaugon farm Lease Is Approved.
At a meet:ng of the etniting land
cOmmlssion tne lease of 4E0 acres on
the _Glenn's Creek road from Mrs. Gil-
bort - Masotti .to he US...1, as a. prison
farm in connection a..ith the Frahkfort
Reformatory Witta'approved, The loute
is for two years a $3.ote. a year. yeith
an optioe to pure-hone the last:
• $ae the a'-(e.
crease the deg& 161-111*.16: of Flar.an
county Bye per • eeTen laud.. ' Taw .4a.
. erogeneity of Knott and K ram- event See
will aemain the same as Mee year.
'The heard fired the tentative assess-
- Inert+ of Jefferloa nerunly at 11204.sta.-
- 62+1, the same a. last. )ear.
Breckenridge Again on 'Ditty.
,
, ,Capt. S. L. Bret kenridge. U. S. A..
- no underwent :iv operation in the
winter and -has been on slink leite
Johnson, le W. Moore. in H. -Poteassisie
and Hare Vitite J.' 14. Ward's& stubble
Aneon. the most reinerkable
horse ei the Charleitou t,-auk this
winter. Ant.ott started out running ln
1.1o.1410 sellIng racee 111141 *.11411641 eIti
ter as one or the best horse,. at Lb.
Cilarli.ston course.
Hardin Teachers' Institute.
The Hardin County Tenetteras' insti-
tute *Ili contene in this city July 6.
and NM be In erasion five days. Prtit
J. T. ('. Noe, of the State littlaerstty.
iy% Lexington, ant be the lustriit tor,.
And schoof Superintendent J. 'A. Pione
address the Institute. There tire thlr•
t).five graded and one hundred rural
teachers in the county who1 will be la
attendance for a c'e'rtainty, while •
large autither of visiting teacher% will
probably enroll One hundred_and
fifty trat•hers all toll are espectva to
Le- hi attendance. Prof. Noe is reetnt•
nixed us one of the best and foretnuat
Auditor Bosworth and Attorne:isleat-
eral Garnett hate sent out invitations,
to the Insure:toe companies :th «aid
their executive officers to Loulsvilk.
for a confvrenot. April 1%. Macy ex-
press hope that an adjustment will be
reached at that time. These two tle
IL
•
Fier Association kit Carlisle. .
The Nicholas!' County Fair its«
Gob isle be incotaiera•ed here a: ,
ell)a tpit,ii F.00
TUB MMULAY LDG2, Mi0111LliT, ItY.
OR. ARTHUR YAGER
Or, Yager is governor of Porto Rico.
The picture was snapped,as he left the
White House after a conference with
President Willem Dr. Yager's trip to
Washington was In relation to affairs
In the government of Porto Recta.
BIG SUM FOR CANAeZONE
Rights Aar New -Cilia' Are Car..
tamed in Treaty With the Re-
. public of Colombia.
WashIngtou.---Intlienitised
hun eas felt 1.) admitilistration offi-
cial* here al the ',rasl,. t of finally
healing the lirrat.11. -between the
Stater aid Cid bils, through
the treaty betted at Meseta. If this
tun%et is- r.tified t ,t sip • 0011
irks, as officials are confldeet It will
be, ,it will close antis-aids a bitt• r con-
troversy .L.fought oh hy the secessiun
of 111 1901; and the 'granting
to the Entied Statt-a of The. (!anal
Zone. Substantial details uf the treaty
becalm. known h. rt..
The principal article pro. idles for
the pat men? to Colombia of $23,1•410.-
000 six mouthe after rat ificat10115 have
beeri.excaangtal between the two coun-
tries as indemnity fur the losses she
has sustained_ This le'granted in a
lump a-uni, and the treaty does not at-
tempt to specify' how much ot this
amount le In reparation for the lose
of Panenta or how mulch for the hiss
of the Panama railway , rights-
ColomEit is granted ilie right-TO snip
coat, salt and petrohnnu from her At-
lantic to her Pacific port s. -it her
through the canal or across +he Pan-
ama railway, with anv charge other
than the cost of freight, 110 duty being'
a't'-se' :These articles are not pro-
dut•ed along the Pacific side of the
country and onoun'aints prevent ..:4sY
covimputikation ova-Hi:nil through Co-
A third arta le fixes the boundary
I inc betaneli t oloanbia and Panama
and restores to the latter a still) -of
territory what} has been elainied by
Panama. The rolombian e.t.a-isms:4 will
Li' talletcl in special session to "pass
on the trea' before it Is en-penned
to 'he « care here.
•
SEIDEL LOSES IN MILWAUKEE
BANK COMMITTEE
ANSWERS CRITICS
Manta PUSLIC DATA USED INI
REACHING CONCLUSIONS RC
GARDING ATLANTA SANK
SOMEBODY HAD TO JUDGE
Calls Attention to Fast That Since 3/
Cities Were Applicants. and Only
12 Named. 25 Had te Be
Disappointed
r
Watainitton. Ttii• tederal newt'sr
bank organization ioiiiitilltee has final
Iv Issued a 'statement defending its ac-
tions In choosing reaerte benk titles
and definition of reeerte dlatrI4 Ie. It
watt the Mat citfi, lananativer made to
ern's-tents voiced In congress and
beard from cities wItit.lt failed to get
reserve Lemke._ 11111 tIme
tome et the data used by the- soluntit•
1•••• III reaching as 4•11SCIUSIOSIK was
made 0011111'.
Partichlar attention was gisett to the
reemmas for 111m...111g At•
hunts, (iii . end Italian, Tr111111, In pref
slrente to Nee Orleans. for selecting
Ii ttttt Va.. Instead if lialtimere,
and for MI11111161 Kansas Oily Instead of
I aunter, Colo, Omaha or.l.inioln Neb.
The committee. 4•11111.41 11T16.111100 10 the
fact that since 37 Ones were eppli
cant% and only 12 named, ZS had 10
he ditsappoitited. •
"With en many conflietlan clutnts.-
etateutent, "sontelsody' bid to
judge ertilt".. of the comtnitteent de-
1, vision nit .'al mistihderstanding and
either do not knee, or appear 11(4 to
know. thut the federal reserie Minks
: are bunkers' hatika such not ordinary
cottotierelal betake; that-the-y_ are to
MME. PAQUIN
rfeestey
1
•
alitafro•Vfalfr-: 
REPUDIATE ARREST
- OF U. S. MARINES
HUERTA INTIMATES NECESSARY
REDRESS HAS BEEN MADE.
PPI(314111211t INVESTIOKTION
NO MESSAGE FROM MAYO
Nothing Furthee Heard In Regard to
Demand That Mittman Command
Sr Salut• American Flag-Rely
* on Officer's Discretion.
naps.
Ill'aelaingtott The tense situation
Every woman knows who Mme.
Paquin in hut the face of the famous
Parisian costume designer. here pre-
sented, is not so familiar as Pr name.
EMPRESS OF JAPAN DIES
Tokyo, Japan The leo. tiger Etti
prese Haruki, died ut the Mita Hal %lily
at N1111114/0
--11•011161•111g usual rusitum itt the
case ef the death of a member of the
imperial famil, • Iii, offli MI unleash' I.
merit tit the event will tad lie inude
until the 1400 bas been transferred to
III.• 11101111
In IlrY141.4.1 I. of Saltpeter Y00411010,
Ilt.r majesty paspied away euddettlY
1 hi. empress and the other meni hers of
the royal &nine, who had IN.I.11 $11111
11461d the reser% as and to clear the I114101.41 !rem the 'lapilli'.
rWteelits of menthes banks. Ingle ft thtrutap 
*4.1fet aunts ed. them end engage 111 . 6.r
thin open markei (aerations.
"As a nost144r of riot, 1114- ordinary.
et try day banking relations of the•
ci•niinunity- of 111166110.6-14 110.11 111111 41f
batiks will not be greatly modified or
altered."
The etatement showed. that the chm
mittee'ic poll of national batik; apply''
attg-kir mvinier-altip fevered and4
At hint a to in Nt.••• Orleans in that part 1
of the South and Stottliwest which was',
. included in the districts decided on. It
showed that the capital and %arida.. ,f
flattens' banks in ,Atlanta was great. r
than In New Orleans aline in lianas
It was lees, hut, that in both Dallas
and Atlantic loame and discounts and
individual deponita were greater TI11111
In the Louimiana city.
BOYS SMOTHERED IN WAGON
Yo-uths Are Overcome With Gas When
They Start Fire in Covered
Wagon-One Dead. • '
New- Vatic.- John Scaulute
old boy, is ilead. another small boy
Is dying, and Frank Kenny, a third
small boy, is in' a serious condition
as the result °talcs
a closed moving van.
The .three boys found a des. rted,
•an In a, latent' lot in 'Harlem. They
81001$041 up all of the cracks in - Ile
van to kts p out the chill. Then- they .
kindled a fire In Weld Minket. placel
it Insidc the van, squatted ahout
the fire to keep warn!.
Patric- lc Kenny. father of one of
, boys, nitased his child and begat.
. (ninth. hunt for his
!, The fatli„r happened to past: the
' vacant lot by chance, tie tioticed
' faint wisclis of smoke 4-wiling from
the van, and as a last resort_,..deivided
to idol. inside. When he opened the
tan up, he aill; horrified to find yoUne
Scanlon di ten tn., other tey in a dying
Socialist Candidate for Mayor De- condition, and his own-smell 44011 1111-
feated-37 Out of 57 Towns in
rt 
sonseioue from gas fumes generat.4
Wisconsin. Vote Wet.. by the *mall fire In the old tin but het.
'OP
it'. , "Latakia.
- .1olazi -1 1.-mt,r41.- It T. 'fienr,
of. Caullslen W G. P Ledford. of Ut
per. !Rae Le k Spring.'. I M. Berra,
atoorefieki. i_nd II 4.1"11n.
T.re, of al 11 I e 1, a re. . as • ravorpora ts rs
New-.Job Foe VW- 0:-Heael. • -
Louieriite. K'.-- -Fortnev Maaer W.
O Head has lx.en elected ',resilient of
the Loteseills- Water ontipii-ny at_a
sa:ary 01 5a.iilPlJ ( tsar . a t
several month", hats returned front Gratager. eho for the Last four
Fort Bayard. N. NI_ anti has resumsd ears has bees at Ore head of the
his duties as inapeetor O 
y
f the Kea- 'munie'palli-owned plant. *
- Micky National Guard. •
Eastern KentuZky Has New Service.
Assessment Values Raised. Representative John W. Lanel4 Y.-of
The 110•Te board .cs+ equalization take-elite, Ky.. announced that the
reade final the' following inereaAd as- postofilee department has decided to
sessmente. Bell county, la per cent establish . mail servit-e on the [hg
on lands aud 12 per cent on town Sandy and Kentucky railroad between
lots: Boyd 5tounty, 10 per ceut on Dawkins anti Riceeille. The service
lands and tows lots. w111. start April 27. •
•
D. A. R. Offers to Care For Flags. . The Kentucky Blackberry. ,
Susanna Hart Chapter. D. A. It. Commissioner Newlin-an Of the state
whichloccuples quarters in
'CapItol, liar ollerell to take (barge statisika. recently made the predlc-
_of end :preserve the Kentucky flags Ion that Kentucky- would some (la-) be
now atoned in the sew Capitol bas"- famous as a producer oeblackberriea.
• ment The. chapter iffeo proposed to "No. place In- the - world:" he said.
• the enact . fund roffilardennit thel-- "itro wit; hlsekber,&les !me, isetp Wit
-..-nl.„_:selentant.b hazig,Alses-plaastadmaysli....Tht`Iiiist ta',
cif (Inerge a-WM.1'04M, the property's*: Suck!. soil- _Ptc,014.01y...11,erk Li bp .plas e.
thetnananandarrnems......7 2101+Pnwzahlf. elliere it jerinnel-,141 treader .4tenfairtoo.1
.. edun.appesinted eiort tarY. Of Sitit4.. Crez., The litte aptl.ed..op,......ip uneits.
- - ‘.4 !ins and State Trenlittrer 'Menet" 7: t plaeed and fhey'mnftftliy-rrafftdir -The
'1M1'a a. conim to fake-up ID? patine blitt kberry grows- abyeliere
Milwaniusse, tinsa--Connil.te returns Minister Resigns.
frern --t tre muirtrarnt-elert-ter;--frne-r, (-aura Vs'atanahe rhtaki
Niavor G.A. llailliTiC-11011-PaTrMin• wininter of the household: has resigned-
7c1 and Enni 
Lied In'n"" I"t• because sof- ill health. Baron {tato°
1t0.147 %flies. has been appointed to succeed him.
The-Soital Democrats capthred one
of the i hterbfFites. that of alitaltor Business Section BurnS.
1-4.4*'•-Thir11-'7-1T=-Tre'dn.1 - Chippewa Falls. Wis.- Fifteen hand-
'mettle rei "bed '12.152 against .1,936
for. William H.- Timlin. Jr., noti-par-
tisan.. . .
- '
- - Boy Staibed tit Death.- - '-
Sandersville. Ga.--F:reest Grabbs. 10
years till, sate stabbed to death while
returning lionie from school in Davi*.
bona, Ga. The stabbing is said to
have follovosi a quarrel eta/ another
achool boy.
ScIater-Succeeds Etvart.
London Lieue-Gen. Sir lb in:k-
erb loon St latdr has _b-eini appoiated
adjutant-genttral to sureeed -Gen. Sir
John Ewart. who resigned becalm* cf
the Visor difficulty. : •
_
Will Change Constitution.
-Neer York Add it ional returns ilfri•
tate that the proposal to bold. a .4ns•
.vrtition to-revise the con*Oitutioll of
the atate nulituctfelt SO irw at a
1141,•e..0111.421elatia. has. Leen-Lamed. by a
e.rs-tt.t..tr" fITC*1-
0-4-Th777-anter.- „and ia fiTtIrverousiy
La%
We44 Strike . lkratfti•nreiT7---•
,..i.ondort. !Ile' P 
i
.n. are .'t ,.- _ -
avg. tneasiv.es to ifritig-itbtfut a telist;;..
;:trike In iiitittt, ateepinlic.," a,'net
ftguela1tl_tjy_Orte_11f_e. _ALL Lult ante 
fit.e shillings 'Ia.-iffy_ W-4thlY ittfife
aU workers., •.•
. .
legs. half the business section of ea-
dolt, twelve miles east of here, were
destroyed by fire. •
WMald•Be Cuicide Arrested. -
Neu. Orleans.-4`laiming he had
twice attempted to -commit suivide in
order to Ssollect hack 'nay. George
Dentler, a seaman, has been turned
over to the hutlrorities of Jefferson
parish hire for safe keeping by Capt.
Skellev. of the British steanothip San
Lorenzo.
• Painters 'Get Increase.
lloston.--A few hours' strike it: 2,t100
painters and decorators here breughr
a wage Inerease of 5 cents-an Lour.
created here by the arrest of Amer
lean Nutherltlee set Templer+ ase great
I,- relieved a liltthe receipt of lien
Iluertiea prompt repudiation and spot
pay for the action, forwarded from
Mexico Illy 1.y Charge letthaugloteauly.
W11114. 1141 definite statement •vas ob-
tainable In official circles. It Was In•
Omitted that We nettaisary redress for
the affnutt 111141 114.4.0 affitrded
Reporting de. elopment 41 to the fiat, y
department, Hear Admiral Mayo, in
The Imperial Patient Suffered From
ionmandi of the meAris an naval forte
Bright's Diseases and Angina Plc
at TaT111111. I tilled that lie had de-
toris-Death Was Sudden
mantled that the Melt, an vommander
salute the Awierlean flag in 4.1441'110e
ef the affront In 111.4 message lie had
Kit en the Mosican orri,..r I••••tit!, four
hours to elln)111Y. NO further tie...rage
ha,. fame from Admira Mol ay.
Mu) Ws report wait forw•ard
eel to Presidetil Whitson at Vl'hite Sul-
phur Siring., W. Vit:
iala at the state and moy de•
pertinent,' considered Iluerta's atate-
need full and frank. It promided au
Immediate ein etigation orr Wois!. h-
issaa's tliat In arresting th.• marine-
end paratillia them ssublicly
141.14.111v perled frinn ationita pee.
...re., but the of rh tikviiiisis de-
tared Ilia. Bright 's disease was the
dIreet ause of her death.
All 1114. theaters hate 114.1611 41014.1.•1-
and it 4,0116614kred probalde that the
emperore cortinattlan, been
tirranged for Not ember 10, *ill he
poStponed.'
The ministerial crisis wag cast into
the background by the' death of the
4ose:m(4r empress, and the new rib
inct hits not yet- heel& formed .•
•
FROST SWEEPS SOUTHLAND
Wintry Blast Sweeps From Atlantic
to Far Weet-Ozarks Are Hard
Hit-Fruit Damaged.
Washington.-Old Winter'. belated
touch enveloping the entire cast, set
new retords-for offit ial therinotueters
In New Orlearis straw hate and
spring finery were replaced with win
ter over,-cats. Throughout the South
At lant ic and gulf states tantty damage.
to fruits and early crops was feared
A 30-degree drop in a few hours as
recorded at Mobile. Snow flurries were
r • rded as far gouth as Gnc'.'ti. Me
breaking the April records of
seNeral years. Fruit trees in blossom
in the Norfolk tidewatef section were
taught in the nipping frosts. April
snow in Richmond a-as recorded for
the first tirne since the Spanish war.
The weather bureau predicted hea% y
frosts as far south as Northern Flor
ida, and cold_ .weather nearly f•%.•ry
• east of the Rea ky
BODY IS DEMANDED IN SUIT
Worn:if-Vs Suit For Alleged Death o•
Her son Meets With Unique
Offhand. ,
!tuff:11o, N. V.-- The Wickwire Steel
company. in answering the euit of Mrs,
Susan Ilargrenves in supreme. court
hire for The alleged death of her son,
who, site claims, was burped to death
in a huge furnace after being shut in
when he entered .to make mune adjust-
rtse-fitri, 4-paltsis thCTi'ts no evidence-10
-that -Htes inesa denA, ja• body
has never been seen. . _
The steel company tool; the unusual
stand after Mrs..11argreav es made the
clatim that the furnace and while in-
side seine tine 'rinsed the door anti
shut off *he 'air and he a as hurried
alive. The question which now 'con
fronts the jury is whether Hargreaves,
Is alive oi• dead.
4. '
HARVARD ilEtt RING ER DIES-
•
MANY- -LUNATICS REt-E-ASE-D
Los Angeles Officials Claim They Are
Being Sent There-Protest
Is Made.
%ago le 1•141 1 .6616% in, 6641 That
for taint ha eaeterit state authorities
hate leen turning 'insane pereong
Inmate on Les Al110.1eN 1.0a111 Y. Jude"'
Jack eon. srt-a- a 
COWIliltp4111n, took steps to break •tip
(lie' practiee
Sear( hing inteetigation he tip made
and in eter, inetante aarranting it
We subject It. to lx. returned fp the In-
'dilution ahem e Ile or she v.., lib-
erated.
The pathetic entry of Mrs J. Wool-
ard, an aged W01111111. V/110 said si.t. had
been sent here by her trap groan eons
front Little' Ilock,,Ark., (nutted Judge
Jai kson's derision
- -
RUEF ELIGIBLE FOR PAROLE
Court Decisisin A4fectt Former Frisco
Political Boss-Has Served Three
Years in Prison.
Sail Fr-antler& Ity a dectsloa of the
Mate Num:erne court Abraham thief,
former political boss of San Fran, isco,
who is serving fourteen years for tette
-cry, boteontes eligible for humediate
parole.. The doh-thin, however, 'al-
though making it mandatory tine his
applIcat len IN. 44,n6.1thered by flic @tate
hoard of prison directors, in o t %vat
dire* Is Them isegrant it.
A 'persistent 4 .6jatpaign in bel;:tif of
Rae( has bven ,vag..d by Fremont ol-
der. managing editor of the San /Fran-
i iscu Bulletin. who was on.- • the
foremost among those to expo Ittief
, and press his prosecution.
EASTER CAUSED A SUICIDE
_ • ,
ste;e 'VIVA Worna_e_ Lost Money She
Had,,. Up frir Gown
Jumps To Death.
New York.- .1:6.ciallSe her sa.ings for
An Easter- bonoet isere_lost or slolpri, 
Freda- 1.4.1-40f 411-re.! ha`, -tiM.4-24-.-
.14/111/!4 to her deatit_fruni a viindu_w of
her third Pamir room in Harlem Into a
throng .of paraders on the sidewalk.
Her broths-n- sieved her life the nielff
before, when she had tried 14 trit ale
zatt7', Vise dollars of the girl's Inge
had -disitypeared from her purse. 1he
brother told the police. and the disap-
pointment ov.r inability to make Kee
her purchases preyed on her ntind.
t --
Buried.
- An old hos* cart
ig to kIngine umnPullY N"-
m• en. died at the home of his sonin•
law, roamer Mayor Walter C. aVard-.
• 1-1P was 85 years old. Many
years J4nes rang the bell in the col-
lege yard for chapel and recitations,
and his figure was as familiar to gen-
erations of Hartard undergraduates as
that of "John, the Orange Man." and
Iletrinett. the "old clo' man,'
both of whoni died recently.
r _
Paster Acooptes-Cl.
, .
Crawfordsville, lnd.--Dr. Fred W:
Mason of the First Methodist Episto
pal church here has announced that
he hits accepted a call To 10‘. 6,1110 pres
ptdannii5n r ucif7t;1c.atntta.o ttiotati o
sistw
pressed into service as a fun, ral car
to carry the Leidy of Charles Incetterlek
Sayfertich, chief of the Chicago de-
partment sins-P .19101440 the t•emetery
--- --
One Dies_in Auto Sreash.
Hollidaysburg, Pa n- When a new an
tontehile In which they were taking , """-•
their first ride turned over near hrre,
Harry Robertson was killed anft-rhi..
ard lirrefe- was injured, prottarify
tally.
61.
• •
inrertnto tadf(elr'`... '
'
safetly'at sea' were introdit•••tl by Rep-
reamitatives Moor.;. rlisSpnncy:11, ants,
rent tolltelon and otherwige 1.11.400ut'
airruatesat the hotter trirerniite@
Washington:: designed to pre.
Alexatider ot-Missoartnitilealietfer'..
Safety it Sea. •
'11::-Itattgurd'Ir;""intetirelne.e114C4Ir .""inedt".e:rnsel:41A..137"614°17egalt:",4-1:-.1.11:arl!lelf-ri•
ailgratiuy tpaniSseneda has begun  anti at hi.: h.nrie.atartAntalueiaft_• 1,vittc.in a critismi emi.ttft.qt .s; result -
already jondreds vt_coAdiat, hale_ fi rho- from- e . r an P at __being •iohot hy Wm. lierofd. bruthere-
-%
7
- • -
Give Pact* About Sole.
Boston.- In -defense- of his revere
tale uf an issue of $6,000,000 stat
bonds -titer the et:Motet,- rather Guth
throttia a ,A-hdicate ui bankere. State
Treitenr46,-*.:_VO.:4tairMatitt'lle4d In n
P11 
iff!rf*frnt Th,le,-h-.'u-I1n'ws 40+
thei atnle.ivas compai4d w1111 -04.:.
tater innti-sidIfic under. A.Tr.."ttl, tattlirrI4-
, - •
_
• New %ink's-A-The annual
„
 Edith r
nerited in the city._ 
4
•
Potateher 
late Aitgelita 1'V. A S,1,up..
pneumonia. , -law of the %omen ' • •
.1
1,
•
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AMP!
THE MURRAY LEDGER MURRAY KY.
eVAI IANT3.cfVIP
8 Y P OP bl S.
' Venom a rich oforletv favorite.
am • dimeovers timt the Valiant ror-
pii.fiiim, edit, him father. founded and
will,' was the principal souree of him
west') has failed Ile voluntarily turnc
tie private tortoni. to the reviiltifir
PIO- the eiirpnra(ion. ilia entire remaining
poosee•ionis enitaist of an Mil motor ear a
While dog and laiin..ry court, a nen-1..-•,41 coat. in Virginia 4)t, wily to
Damiire court he meets filltiriey I lint.
ride fill auburn haired beauty, snit
oat he la going to like Virginia Ito-
•
CHAPTER V.-ContInued.
TM girl Aniiketi on up the highway
with a lilting stride, now and then
laughing to herself, or running a few
step, occaplimally stopping by cow
bodice to pull a leaf which she rubbed
sigairirt 'tee cheek, smelling lie keret
Sew scent, or stopping to gaze out4-
across the orangeegreen belts of sun-
ny a Ind-dimpled lielde, one bane posh
tag hack her mutinous hair from her
brow the other shield'ng her eyes.
rarther on the highroad looped around
II strip of young forest, and she struck
into this for 0( short cut the depth
Pbe rat doe 0 to rest on the ewe
gplaehed roots of a tree Leaning back
agelest the @earned trunk, her felt hat
fallen to the ground, she looked like
WWI aea-eorrian emerging Duni HO
earth hued pm) to comb her hair
against a dappled rock
• She drew buck against the tree and
caught her breath WI a bulldog frisked
O'er a mossy boulder Just In front of
her
A moment more and she had thrown
beret If on her knees with both arms
illeStstretehed. • "Oh, you splendid crea-
%Ire!" she. cried, "you' big, lotely
White darling!"
The dog seemed In no way averse to
Ablis seneittlottal proceeding. re-
•
pond. 'd Instantly not merely with tall'
wagging, but with ecstatic grunts and
growls. "Where did you come from!'"
She questioned, as his pink tongue
Struggled desperately to find a cheek
through' the whorl Of coppery hair.
"Why, you must be the' oneI was told
Sot to be afraid of."
She petted and' fondled the smooth
lnteilleent inuezie. "As if any one
--I-could ire afratd of yon1- -Welturet -year
mast' r right on that point." Smiling
to herself, ehe pulled one of-the roses
from her belt, and twisting a wisp of
long grass, Wound It rdund and round
the dog's' neck and thrust the ragged
rost•-•,tern firmly through it. "Now,"
She said, and pushed. him gently from
bar, "go back, sir!"
Ile whined -and licked her hand, but
'when she .repeated the command, he
turned ebediently and left her A lit-
tle way (torn' her he halted, with a
sudden perception of mysterious pun-
ishment, shrugged, sat down, and tried
to reach the irksome grass wisp with
Ilthoteeth. This failing, he rolled la
boriously.in the dirt
--Then he rose, cast a reproachful
• glance behind him, and trotted off.
CHAPTER VI.
° the gray-weathered roof of Rosewood
nd 
-1)011On.
sunset-golds---
•apricot. It was., solely/ In -her dark
-catalpa trees. On the sunny steps a
Of • eallepisesta--: If "74e4111-ititstioreeia-
leo
red lane met the Red Road. On itstie
line side was a clovered pasture and
eyond this an orchard, bounded by aIlo
tall hedge of close-clipped box which
separated it from a broad yard where
bowl of potpourri. The timepiece had
town wharf with the household goods
when Dunmore was royal governor un-.
eve upon opt' of the rose-arbors
divided elan of yew-green and a cool
blue-black hawk's feather. She stopped
Lop-eared puppy was playing with a
hall a here stood a grandfather's clock
and a spindle-legged table holding a
of that English 'Garland who had
time-toned surd retniniseent, carrying a
Charming sense of peaceful content, of
gentleness and long tradition. The
dark polished stairway had at its turn'
sesquare dormer-window which looked
or two xi lady sat reading
and a color as soft as the cheek of an
they were eager and -brilliant withal,
above a group of tulip and
snot-tied cat.
landed _from a sailing vessel at James-
adopted the old Middle , Plantation
engravings lent tints of tarnished sib
afternoon,-esme Shirley Dandridge.
whorls of her russet hair now as close-
white blouse and swinging by it rib.
to peer out of the dormer.window to
bloom beside a round iron table hold-
trig a hoop of embroidery and a book
that one might see turlang the som-
der George III. Framed portraits and
ty filleted as a Greek boy's, in a short
bon a green hat whose rolling brim
years, refuted by the transparent skin
one pale delicate hand held with a
clasp that somehow conveyed a sense
guitiod
was caught up at one side by a crisp
where, under the latticed weave -f
with age it had been so for many
eyes, deep and strangely luminous.
booted and spurred, the rebellious
ber spirit of passion and of pain. But
giving the lie to the cane whose eroiik
4lisi4tiokod Shlriere voice, bed '
The front door was open, showing a
Down this stair, somewhat later that
Beyond the selvage of the sleepy
af-shelter d village a cherry bo
The lady's hair, ilia silver. but not
Mad Anthony...
1!"117.P
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"Oh, of counts. Betty Page to visit
ing them, Isn't she?"
Shirley nodded. "She came yester
day. Ill have to burry. for I saw them
from tny wIndliw turning into the Red
Road " She waved her hand and ran
lightly (hien the stair 'arid across the
lawn to the orchard.
She pulled n green apple from a
bough that hung aver a stone wail and
with this in Iscr hand she came clone
to the mestere fence and %Waded a
peculiar call. It sae answered by a
kiw whinny and a soft thud ,of hoofs,
and hula r thrust
S long hose over the bars. flaring
ilaitiellned nostrils to the touch of her
hand She laid her cheek against IIIP
white thereuehbred forehead end held
the apple to the larger reaching
elth several teasing withdraw logs be.
for.. Nhe gave it to !igniter's: crunching
She let down the top bar of tee
fence and vaulting over, ran to a
stable and presently ern/kiting with a
saddle nil her arm, whistled the horse
to her and saddled -hint Then open-
ing ihe gate, she mounted and can-
tered down the lane to meet the-on-
coming riders a kindly faced, middle-
aged -roan, a younger one with' dark
features and coal black hale and two
girls.
Chisholm husk spurred in advance
and lifted his hat, "I held up the
Judge, Shirley," he saki, "and made
hltn bring we along, lie tells me
there's a fox hunt on tomorrow; may I
come'!"
"Psitaw! ('hilly," said the Judge. "I
don't be 1 le v you 1111ef :gor—up.at Alt
o'clock in your born days. You're
learned bad habits abroad." —
"You'll see." he answered. "if my
man Friday doesn't rout me out to-
morrow, I'll be up for murder."
They rode an hour, along stretchers
o: sunny highway', or on shaded bridle. 
pathswhere the horses' hoofs fell muf-
fled in brown pine-needles and droop-
ing branches }Relied their faces. Then.
by a murky way-gouged with brusk
gullies, across shelving ffelds and
''-ture-resva!1- in-a-lonaL-detour
Poehattan Mountain, a rough spur In
the shape of an head that
wedged Itself forbiddingly between the
fields of spring corn and tobacco
"Do let us get a drink!" said Chilly
!Ault, "I'm as thirsty as a cotton-
batting came.,"
"All right, we'll stop," agreed the
judge, "and you'll have a chance to
see a local licsrr, Betty.. This is
where Mad Anthony lives. You must
have heard of hint when you were here
before. He's almost as celebrated as
the Reverend John Jasper of Rids-
Mond."
Betty tapped her temple. "Where
have Ah heard of John Jasper?"
**lie was the author of the famous
sermon on 'The Sun do Move.' Ile
used to prove It by a bucket of water
that he set beside his pulpit Saturday
night. As it hadn't spilled in the
morning he 'knew it was the earth that
stood still."
Betty dodded laughingly. "Ah re-
member now. Is Mad Anthony really
mad!'"
"Only harmlessly,- said Shirley.
"He's stone blind.'. The negreses all
believe be conjures-that's voodoo,
you know. They put a lot of stock
"Howdy. Do, Anthony." He Said.
In his 'prophecisms He tells for-
tunes, too. Sidi!" she warned "He's
Sitting on the door-step He's heard
us."
The old negro had the torso of a
black patriarch, lie sat bolt upright
with long straight arms resting on
his knees, and his face had that pe-
culiar expressionless immobility seen
in Egyptian carvings Ills age might
have beea anything, judging from his
face which was so seamed and crev-
iced with innumerable tiny wrinkles
that It most resemble!t the torpred
glaze of some ancisnt bitumen pot-
tery unearthed from a tomb of Kor
The Judge dismounted, and baling
his bridle over a feiree-picket. telok
from his pocket a collapsible drinking
tints "Howdy do,- Anthony,"- :
'We hist stopped for a dritik your
geed ---
.°4•The•-old•-e   his, beta-
-flood waten." lie Hut geckin
quavering toms of extreme age - Vain
Morse. Hely Come roes he
centah rit) de serf, riat watah En lab's
folio; say de ceritak of di. yerf is all
flab Yo' reek'n del 's right, Mars'
mails ?"
"New, how the devil do know
who I am, Anthony!" The MA, set
110WII his cup on the well curb "I
haven't been by here for a year."
The ebony head moved slowly front
side Wr-Wiliki. "Or Atifliff-- don' neireF
no eyes," hit said, touching hie hand
to his brow. "Ile sea ev'ything heab."
'no, judge beckoned to the other*
and they trooped inside the paling.
"I've brought mime other folks a Rh
me, Anthony; can you tell who they
re ?"
The signtless look wavered over
them and the white head shook slow-
ly "Dore know young mars,'" said
the gentle voice "flow amity yutitlalia
wig pi! One, two!' "No, 1. don' know
young militia, eldah"
"I reckon you don't need any eyes,"
Judge Chalmers laughed, as he passed
the sweet cold water to the rest. "One
of these young ladles wants you to tell
her fortune,"
The old negro dropped liii head,
waving his gaunt hands restlessly.
The judge beckon •d to Betty Page,
but she shook her head with • little
grimace and drew back.
-You go, Shirley," she whispered,
and with a laughing glance at the
othere. Shirley came and eat down on
the lowest step.
Mad Anthony put out • wavering
hand and touched the young body.
His fingers strayed over the habit and
went up to the curling brotise under
the hat-biltn, "Die de 11'1 albino," he
muttered, gJp afeahd ob oh'
Dah's fiah en shut-sin' afeahd, en dab's
watah en she am' afeabd Wondah
whut Ah gwitve- tell huh? Whet de
coloh ob yo' halh, honey?"
"Black." put in Chilly Lusk, with a
wink at the others. "Blank as a crow."
Old Anthony's hand fell back to his
knee. "Young mars' laugh at de oh'
man," heisaid. 'but he don' know._ Dat
de coloh irat buhn mah han's-de colob
en-eyes blue like -er cat-bird's-
aig. Dah's er man gwine look in dim
eyes, honey, en gwine make 'em cry
pp Cry " Ile raised his head sha-ply,
his lids shut tight, and swung his arm
toward the North. "Dah's %Inds he
come Corn," he said, "en heah"-his
arm veered and he pointed straight
toward the ragged bill behind them-
-he stay"
Lusk laughed noiselessly. "lie's
pointing to Damory ('curt," he whis-
pered to Nancy Chalmers, "the only
uninhabited, place within ten miles.
That's as near as ho often hits it. I
fancy."
"Ileah's whah he stay," repeated the
old man. "Heap ob trouble wait heah
fo' him too, honey,-heap ob trouble,
heah whah Ill mister fin' him." `
"Come, Anthony," said Judge Chal-
mers, laying his hand on the old man's
shoulder. "That's much too mourn-
ful' Give her something nice to top
off with, at least!"
But Anthony paid no heed "Gr'et
trouble Dah's flab en she am' afeahd,
en dab's watah en she alp' afeahd. En
Ah sees yo' gwine ter him. honey. Ah
heah's de co'ot-house clock a-strikIn' in
de night-en yo' gwine. Don' wait,
don' wait, 111 mtstis, er de trouble-
cloud gwine kyah him erway (*rim yo'
• • • When- de clock strike thuh-
teen-when de clock strike thuh-
teen-".
• The- .Ironing voice ceased. The
gaunt form becarno rigid. Then he
-started and turned his eyes slowly
about him, a vague look of anxiety on
his face. Fa a moment no 'erre-
moved, Wheir.,bsy spoke again It was
bIsee more in his gentle quavering
voice:
••Watah7 Yas, Mars', good watah.
Ile'p yo'se'f." I suppose?"
The judge  let._ a dollar hill on the s
sttep_and_weighted ft with_a_ atook_as__I
the rest remounted, __•!Well.- good-by.
Anthony.' he said. "We're mightily
obliged."
Ile sprang into the saddle and the
quartette cantered away. "My experi-
ment wasn't a great success, I'm
afraid, Shirley." he said ruefully.
"Oh. I think it was splendid!" cried
Nancy "Do you etippose he really be-
lieves thost spooky things? I dFclare.
at the time I almost did myself. What
an odd idea--'wben the dock strikes
thirteen,' which, of course, It never
does"
"Don't mind, Shirley." bantered
Lusk. "When, you see all 'dem (rou-
bles' coming, sound Die klarm and
we'll fly in a body. to your rescue."
.Tbey let their horses out for a
pounding gallop which pulled down
suddenly at a muffled shriek from Bet-
ty Page, as her horse went trite the
air at sight- of an automobile by the
roidside.
"Now, whose under the canopy lw
that!" exclaimed Lusk.
"It's stalled." said Shirley. -1
passed here this afternoon when the
owner was trying to start It, and t sent
Tine Jefferson as first aid to thp In-
jured." • .
"I wonder who he can be," said
II
_"lhoe Smear sem that ear
fbre"
--wzi RIM tra,"Ah know'.
ft.'s Mad Rutboart 'trouble-ma, of
counts. ealralt
• "'Pius on whah yo' veirieter." an-
swered Uncle Jeffersou sapiently.
"I'm going to !Amory Liourt "
A kind of shie•ked surprise that 10110
almost stupefaction spread over the
other's feet!, like oil over a pool.
"Danery Co'ot! Dot's de old Valiant
play.. Ain' nobody lives der Alt
reek'n aire nobody liv• dar fir er
huu'erd yeah'!"
"The old house has a ireat surprise RUB-NO-MORE RUB-NO-MORE
rtnifits--to-it.- said Valiant gratitIf 144. /450". S"P—We'lleltr P"eirt
'Henceforth some one Is going to oo' Five Gents-AU Grocer,
cupy It. How is It anyway!"
"Measurin' by de coonskin en [Wow- The Rub-No-More Co., Ft.Wayne, Ind.
in' in de tail, et's erbout two mile
Ain' gaineter live dar yo'se'f. sub, Is
ytir
-1 am for the present." was the
_crisp answer.
Uncle Jefferson stared at him • mo-
ment with his mouth open Then ejac-
ulating under his breath, "lote de
Lewd' Whut folks galneter say ter
dat'" he shambled to the rear of the
motor and began to unship the steam-
erdrunk. "Whut yo' gwineter du wtd
datar" he asked, pointing to the Cafe
"Ali kin come wid ole Sukey dello
mah mule--en fotch It in de maws-
In'. Mal gwittetter rain ter-night DO-
ho?"-
This matter having been arranged.
they started jogging down the green
bordered road, the bulldog prospectleg
alongside.
. "fepose'n de Co'ot done ben sold es
yo' gwineter fix It up fo' de new
ownah," hazarded Uncle Jefferson
presently
- Valiant did not answer directly.'
-You say the place hasn't been occu-
pied for many years," he observed.
"Did you ever boar why, Uncle Jet-
tensors!"
"Ah done beerd," said the other
vaguely, "but Ah disremembahs.
Sumfeln dat happened befo' Ah come
heal, rum oh' Post-Oak Plantation.
Reck'n "Majah Bristow he know erbout
it, at Judith-dat's Miss Shirley's
mothah. Her fathah was Gen'i Tawm
Dandridge, en he died fo' she was
bawn."
Shirley Dandridge! A bigh-sound-
ing name, with something of long'
linked culture, of arrogant heritage.
In some subtli• way it seemed to
clothe the personality of which Va-
liant had had that fleeting roadside
glimpse.
"Iteelen Come rom New
York!" inquired Uncle Jefferson, after
a little silence. "Bo! Dey say dare
er pow'ful big place. But Ah reck'n
Richmon's big ernuf fo' me." He
clucked to the leisurely mule and
added, ''Ah bin ter Richmon' onct
Yas, suh! Ah eevah see sech houses
--ma' al: biggern de county coot.
house."
John Valiant expressed a somewhat
absent Interest. He was looking
thoughtfully at the blossom in his
'hand, In an absorption through which
Uncle Jefferson's reminiscences oozed
(TO BE CONTINUED ) —
Diagnosis by Electricity.
For the benefit of the nervous eases
that come to the doctor, it has been
asserted by Scripture that It Is Just as
necessary to know how emotional the,
are as It Is to know how high the
temperature is In a case of fever
Moreover, in many cases it is neees
nary to find out what experiences In
'the past or present life of the patient
produce eniotions. For this purpose
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Perfect Digestion
depends upon the integrity
of the liver.
IF YOUR LIVER IS TORPID
the patient sits at ease with hands on ,
the electrodes. 'which may be so con'' --erxwor
coaled in the arms of his chair that he \es-
is unaware that the most intimate
process, s of his soul are tie.ng reg. WILL WAKE IT UP ANDistered as various words are spoken or
various topics of coSiereatton are die. YOUR SYSTEM • 
WILL NOT
cussed, 'the galvanometer showing RUN DOWN.
when a sensitiv'i . subject has been
toeched.-Fred W. Eastman. in Har
Per's Magazine.
lack-in-office that ever spoilt hie
master's business. Go away and tell
some one who knows more about this
business of the hotel to come and
speak to me."
There was a chuckle at the other
end of the wire.
"This Isn't a hotel; It's the tows
Jail," said the voice.
The confused- gentleman rang oil
sharp. •
Why He Left Scotland.
At a Caledonian banquet in Low
don a Scotsman who had settled 11
the metropolis made a speech, In
which Scotland and i 'I things Scot
thq.) were so fulsomely se., led that a*
Englishman, who sat nett him, said
when he had finished':
'IT Scotland is all that you Scots
mem.. say it is, why don't you stay
teens itistend cat coming here?-
. "Weed," answered the Scotsman.
CHAPTIR VII,
Uncle Jefferson.
A rail rose, while ever a thing of
beauty, is not invariably a joy for-
ever The white bulldog, , as be
'plodded along the sunny highway:4as
Kursk in depression. Being trammeled
by the limitations of a canine horison,
h.. could not understand the whims of
Adorable Ones met by the way, who
tietetisd -i-fte efid---Us see titat--trirt
threw both arms about hlm, and then
tied to his lock Irksome colored weeds
that prickled and iteratched and %amid
not be dislodged. So It was a chas-
tened and shamed Chum who at length
w-riggled itealthily Into the seat of -the
ettateleil automobile beside his nianti4
and thrust a dirty pink nose into his
pal in
Jehn Valiant lifted his hand to
stroke lite shapely head, their drew It
hack with an exclamation A thorn
had pricked his thumb He looked
down and saw the draggled flower
threat through the heist of grass. "Oh,
pup of wonders!" he exclaimed.
"Where did you get, that rose?"
Chum sat up and wagged his tall, for
ids master's Ione, instead of ridicule,
hold • dawning delight. Perhaps the
thing had not been intended as a di.-
grate, after all'
With the. firm sight of the decor*
don Valiant had had a sudden memory
of • splotch of vivid red against the
belted gray-blue of •a gown, lie
grinned appreciatively "And I warned
her," he chuckled. "Told her notsto be
afraid! ' lie dusted the blossom pains-
takingly with his handkerchief and
held It to his face-a live brilliant
thing, breathing musk-odors_ of thik
mici-moon orparadiee.
A long time he sat, while the dog
dozed and yawned on the shiny cush-
ion beside him Of a sudden (*hum sat
up and barked in earnest. -
Turning hie head, his Master saw ap-
proaching a dilapidated hack with
side lanterns like great goggles and
decrepit and palsied curtains. It was
drawn by a lean mustard-tinted mule,
and on its front sat a colored man of
uncertain-age-whose hunched verte-
brae and outward-crooked arms gave
him a curious expression of replete
arid billbOlt inquiry. • Abreast of the
car he removed a moth-eaten cap.
"F:venire, suh," he said,-"evenin',
"howdy do," returned the other
amiably..
"Ah reclen yo'-11 done had Pr brick-
down aid dat machine-thing dar. Yo'
been hyuli 'bout er hour, am' yo'!"
"Nearer thrt•e." said Valiant cheer-
fully. "but the view's worth R."
A hoarse titter came from the con-
veyance, which gave forth sundry
creakings of leather .-Iluyh! Huyhi
Dat's so, suh. Dare so! Hm-m,
Reck'n Ah'll be gittin' eriong back."
He clucked to the :halo and Peeeekieled
to turn the vehicle round.
"Hold on." cried John Valiant. "I
thought you were bound in the other
direction."
"No, suh. Ah'm gwine back whah I
come f'om. Ah Jug' druv out hyult
'case Miss Shirley done met 133P, en
she say, Pile' Jeffeson, yo' go 'treckiy
out de Red Road. 'case er gemman
done got stalled-ed.' "
"Oh-Miss Shirley She told you.
did she? What did etre say her first
name was!"
......PDat's huh rust name. Miss Shirley:
Yas, sub! Miss Shirley done said
me ter come en -git de gemman whut
- -what kinderdawg is yo' got dar?"
-It's a bulldog c or you give me a
lift? I've got that small trunk and-"
"Dat's a_tight fine dawg. Miss Shir-
ley she moghty fond ob dawgs, too."
"Food,of dogs, Is she?" said Valiant.
"I might have ktrown-lt.--It was nice
of her to send you here, Uncle Jeffer-
son. You can take me and my. traps.
VERY MUCH WRONG NUMBER
Experience Probably Taught Testy
Old Gentleman to Be More Care-
ful Whom He Rang Up.
A gentleman was staying in an
English provincial town, when he
heard that Mr. Moneyboy, his partner
In business, was at another town close
by, PO he rang up his hotel on the
telephone.
"Is Mr Moneyboy there- he in-
gui red,
"No, he is net." came the response.
"Well, has he engaged 'roams*"
"No, We don't reserve rooms
'here: first come, first served Is our
rule," came the sharp antliennewhat
airy reply -
Re_was rather taken back at the-
lofty Independence they seemed to
revel in In that town 
•• 
.
"Can yoe tell me," he asked. "If
he wA,E•etay with you .when he "Ah'll tel, ye hoo it wis WI' me. Whstr.
re."1" ges-4.4111 - 
'a-in. balincisa_anyite AlLyisigrigpv-- - - - -
"It!e. pos3 1ble Itiemay. But we can't the eiwk win Just as offTer.ns menet
**Lime .here," marvel the- trite* gee-. 5-'e Ali 'cam' 
All 
a.ty!,;rfloeth, adn' eye- 
11111$ Alio 'etidali ear the tett) eri's meetsay. •
Mom. -"you'reastjus •Stititit -tEavaireist :..V.re tees finstig-jvga wean. • M Mar
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clothes out—wears
you out—wastes time
—wastes work. RUB-
NO-MORE WASH-
iNG POWDER saves
clothes —saves you—
saves time; because
It loosens dirt with-
out rubbing.
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RUH-NO-MOHR
WASHING POWDER
le a sudlees dirt re-
mover for clothe,.
It cleans your dishes,
sinks. toilets and
cleans and sweetens
your milk creeks It
hills germs. It does
not need hot wetet.
Why Scratch?
'`Hurrt'sCure"isguar-
anteed io stop and
permanently cure that
terrible itching. It is
compounded for that
porpoise and your money
will he promptly refunded
WITHOUT QUESTION
if Home's Core fails tocsins
itch, Eczema, Tenet, Riog
Worm or any other Skis
Disease. Soc at your druggist's, or by mail
direct if he hasn't it. Manufactured only by
L B. LUAUS MLDICIAL CO.. Steam Tan
CALOMEL IS DANGEROUS
;DV: bk.:Ills displayed nos la many sects:ins or the0
DR. 0. B. WILLIAMS'
LIVER & KIDNEY PILLS
Thee* pill•otimolate the '11,r sad &mess witbont
tbis lialkoolng of,' error, stn..] t,, l'o!crolot 405
114, all Sample sent tree ...! rowboat.
IRE It B. WILLIONS CO., Quilmia, Ga,
DR. J. D. KELLOGG'S
Remedy. for the prompt relief of
A‘thma and Hay Fever. Ara Your
druggist for It. Write ter FREE ShOPLL
NORTHROP & LV S IN co Ltd.. BUFFALO, ICY
E.* D E RS
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many years. -He entertaillecl.ceed Wade Crawford. • who ren- need either are all of them? a
with two plays, which -gaveralidered his resignation to •the
of the most prominent eitizens!souet -
who attended 'expressed it as!
nicely. • - Wm. Purdom was elected cur- bargain. Better. come and gee an attempt should be made to. such as black rot ahd apple-scab.
Our school ha's closed which todian. of the Nana , heii3e end the machine. • •. Mao one • two spray the trees jut after the ' In this section there are, two
was .conducted by Prof. C. A. ' premises, and Dee Hcus:-.Qn elcct- horse plow, -good as new, one '.blossoms drop and before the broods of c
odling Cnoth - in a year
Ha'e and the greatest success in ied county road engineer to sue- double shovel plow. Th, you! ____ ________ - -----
• - ---- ----
S- • ........,••
Cough Medicine for Children.
r
Too much care cannot be used
Spring Blood and System Cleaner in selecting a coegh medicinebeing the greatest success that
has ever been played in Callosei During the winter montane an 
for cb- i'dr n. sheyfd be pleas- .
ant to tak conteinero harrnhil:
way coum::. 1-burities accumulete, eour bite- anbafanct? a 14' sfiest effeetuai. 1,‘“
:becomes impure and thick. yo,r Chamberlain Cough Remedy" .„Pat Beale has been appointed
-hem. - _ - iicidneyfa,11 vet awl taaa•ele t meets them, Te3 f;..(5_ , irefroms arid 
iii
with be mothers ofi  wsmk, causing so-called. "Aeee'ng al rs.,- „ wbere. --FrrEu 4...Russ 0., v.113 -11aS been Fever.” You feel tired, week "
and laze. Eiectters, the 
sale by Dale & Stulthiefield.telegraph wrator ;:d. West Port
Tenn.. is now telegraph opera- • -spring tome and stem cleaner, Story & Ella Stock.
tor here. • is what you need: theyastimulate . — --
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Crouch the kidneys, liver and bowels. to These stock v‘ill stand this
are row rejoicing over a new healthy action, expel blood -am- season at our stable 3 miles mirth
girl in their home. ' purities and restore your health, of Crossiland, on Concord and
Carlis Roberts attended a big strength and ambition. Electric
 Boydsville road, to insure living
ball garre at Paducah Sunday. Bitters makes Satialeel like new. colt.
Mimes Miry Craig and Sallie Start a four weeks treatment - 
RED BIRD was sired:by Jim F..
Puskett of Paris, Tenn., visited
Mr. and Mrs. James Craig Sat-
urday and Sunday.
Carlis Robt.ets, Jim Clayton,
roucille Hargrove, Sallie Hatch-
er and Pearl Belcher attended
the play-over a Kirksey. Friday
night -
Hawk jeanet.tie It:ad te show h4i to
of he milinery artment at J
M. Itive gtoth:
Dr. iiillips of. Kirks( y hal,Ii - He is 15 hands high, black with
e-
recently moved to Almo. . I 
—.
white peints---, coin-Thar four years
- , Misses- Louzille Hargrove and i old. _Sired by King 'Starlight,
R.,:irl Belcher spf nt the day ,v- 
 ONE i the Aliie Littleton: jack: dam 4. at Maerziy'V4-dnesday. I-Nth-alight .jen Kai-. _
.Mrs. Mizell, of Dexter is via- , . Stock raisers :ire invited CO in-
iting her daugh:er, Mrs. en--Eug spect our kock. S eone on
nt. All r•fines_ I' ium-for-t
424*
Miss Jennie Clark of this city,.
spent Sunday in Hazel.
The preprictor of the Almo
• hotel is giving good satisfaction ___. • 
among the traveling men. ' Bred alongthe rnost popular
. o r. -try-% wirt
saddle horse. Her dam was a
blue grass mare 16 hands high,
dark chestnut color,- a natural
saddler, weal fermed and up to
date. Seasty4" fee. $8.00.
MONT.is blue jack, lat hands
high. He wee sired by Nat
-14' tme a. -a
son fee, $6.00
'74-trf thturetic.-. .
Will Find Help, This Letter.
overworked. run lown. "farmed out
emen wno feel art though they could
bardly drag about, should profit by
Tax Rate Fixed for 1914Dirs. Brill's experience.
She says: "I was in a very weak.
run-down condition. Life was not
worth living. I could not sleep, was
very nervous, stomach had, and was
not able to work.
-I consulted with one cr two phy-
sicians, without benefit. I read of
Yanol helping $ome one in a similar
rendition- o 1 began to take it. and it
simply di "aoriders far me. I gainedam now Aar _bcttrr__IRX rate fur the year 1914 was-5- weight a41,5
teeith and stroniscr than evor. I can -fixed and the total assessment
not find words etotieh to praio)
Viriol."-Mrs: W. Brill. Racine. Wis.
Thonsancis of women aacl men who
were formerly weak and sickly owe
their present rugged health. to tha
wcmderful strength-creating effects of
V. We piarantee Vino! to build
ota up and make you strong. If
doss wit we aft, back your -money.
Dale & StuSh!rfield.
6,6
graWINIMAMWAIIMENNAk
*
THE MURRAY LEDGER
0. J. JENNINGS, El:4TM.
Maaseedatills parlance at Hurray. Keutuokzjer transmission thee
the mails as seeond Glass Matter.
_
'I'H 14:41DAY4 APRIL 16. 1914
Announcements
'rhe Ledger is authorized to all-
nottnce
ions: W. WILLIA14%, H
as a candidate for. .the .democratie
nomination for Congreas from the
first District of Kentucky. subject to
betion Or the demo:retie primary.
August. Intl.
•
"FAGGED-OUP WOMEN
A TEXAS WONDER.
The Texas Wonder curei kid-
ney and bladder troubles, dis-
solves gravel, cures diabetis,
weak and lame backs, rheuma-
tism, and all irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder in both men
and women. Regulates bladder
troubles in children. If not sold
by your druggist. will be sent by
mail on receipt of $1.00. OM
small bottle is two months' treat-
ment, and seldom faiis to perfect
a cure. _ Send for Kentucky
testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
29:13 Olive Street. St. Louis, Mo.
-Sold by druggists.
t
4., I —
Your
Wife's
Work
is just 14 trying, and
important as your own
and perhaps more tedious-but
I. her strength as great?
Women who ale nervous and
fretful and easily prompt•
ly gain strength and natural en-
ergy by taking Scott's Emulsion
after meals bet anat.. it easentially
nourialiment -not a drug A&t The spray that has been ap-
sweetie s or 
al-thets...is 
coho 
rit medical 
l that st limes plied up to the present time has
r pure, -
noritialinNt in ever rop whit h been the dormant application
 epieltial le ich the for, San Jose scale principally.
blood and told the latent Many growers
furces of the starting to care for their or-
erteehis chards feel that this application
is sufficient. They should re-
member that this application is
made more as a protection to
the tree and not so much for the
fruit itself. The application
11111010"rrinralar TIZZIMIEWIND that is to show greater results
 from a fruit standpoint has yet
to be made, and it is known as
the codling moth spray.
The codling moth is the insect
that causes the apple to become
'wormy" and drop off prema-
turely. It is safe to say that over
fifty percent, of tee apples rais-
Found a-Cure-for- Rhea --edin We State are infested xVith
ore popular
with pl.. ciarar 'tor just such con-
ditions than Scstro tswilsita.
Moirl substitutes railed "wines",
"catraets" or "acti4e principles"-
thvy wo• n‘a col oil.
Insist on the genuine Scotts.
Al ANN WIL.,11.:TORE
The Calloway County Fiscal Taxicab'
Court met last week and was in •,
session until Saturday. - It-was For Taxicab.gall No. 132 Ind.
the regular April meeting of the Will go to the untry at any
court and quite a large amount hour day or right, or any place
of business was dispatched. The in the city. J. A. Zeh. 492'
made will be 70 cents on the one
- hundred dollars of taxable prop
erty and is divided as follows:
School purposes 20 cents and $1
poll: general expense fund, 22
cents and $1.40 poll: roads and
bridges, -20- '
sinking fund, S cents. -Five years a began using time. The eggs hatch in from leer further information ad-
The court ordered that in the Chamberlain's 'anent and in five to, ten days after they A 
I three pounds of arsjhate of-
dress the Department of Hordi-
' 1- lure no funds would be allow-- two months I was well and have !laid. As aeon as the • 
v.. --re- 1 to fifty gallons of water. Paris.
cultnre, Kentucay Experiment
--.- ed paupers who were not in 
not suffered since." For , sale hatches it cralls to the 
no:rrbnyl 'green should be used it the ,rate
- Alias News.
by Dale& Stubblefield. 
of flee to eight ounces to fifty Station,
Thjs is a similar aetion to that 
. apples and usually enters, kbe ;gallons as water, One gallon -of .• Egge. -Imperial Ringlets eggs
mares of the county jeaor•house.
As we have not seen any thing .
,iiom • ,li tl t • - 
__There is a two row J. I. Case open calyx or toloseo-an end. - • ' lime sulfur should be added to .
- ; taken -by many other counties of rorri:plan-ternt-the-todvr - OnIV. Advantage should be taken -rid:linty -gamins-4,T vie spray be-. ; at 4 P
er setiiinged verecte- '
the' State and wilt Illec-: v4 • the. used to plant f e r 
_. ..
t'ie fact that the worm eeters __Of_telt_1.84,,er_ift vheAing__Yotir ortitirt for tat e'gsi from Guts-will naite-a rew Items 
tchaewedifferent fungous diseases. thisOur litt't- town is progressing 
ze•winniee
• -- .. , approval of the tax payers. that can ae. bought at a' rare the open calyx of the apale and, 
- - ' woral-widees
chickens can be/sen _direct or
left at the 1,1?':iger offic6,-Thos.
.1. Howard, Murr iy; Ky. ,
•
•••••,11 .
•••••••••••••••••••••••11
•
NEW RESTAURANT •
•.    •
• Next Door to New Murray Hotel .••
 6
FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN :
We extend an invitation to all to •
give us a trial. Everything served quick j
clean and neat, at very lowest prices. •
• •
• CALL AND SEE US WHEN IN TOWN •
• ALWAYS HAVE GOOD ORDER 
•
• •
-YOURS-FOS ..,ERViCE. •
 •
 •• 
• •
: TOYE LASSITER9 Proprietor :
• •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
calyx cup closes. If the spray- The second brood usually mikes
lag i$ delayed to o its appearance from the middle
long the calyx cup do s e s of July to the first of August.
around the worm and it is im- The same spray as given above
possible to reach it with -poison. - may be applied. If bitter rot is
This spray should be diiected Itroublesome, Bordeaux mixture
down into the blossoms with as should be substituted for the
much force as possible. lithe=s ulfur.
Arsenate of lead and TheseParissprayings are very impor
tant from a - fruit standpoint.gc-cen are the Principal po:sons
Particular effort should be madeused in combating this insect.
"I suffered with rheumatism the larvae of this insect. The
fur two years and could not get moth is grayish brown in ap-. .
my hand to my mouth for that pearance and usually flies, at Of the' two, arsenate of lead is to Place some of the meterial in
Ilength. of time," wr es Lee I. night. The female moth depes-• every calyx cup. It is ncit so
Chapman, Maplet . Iowa. "I its her eggs on the calyx end of 
preferable because it adheres
necessary to try ad spray every
suffered ter 'We to so I could the fruit and on' nearby leaves 
better and because it. isnct so
liable to burn the foliage. It leaf, but the operator should
It ill t i floe shape dam Stonewall.   w you n o or Bird's dam was
spring work. Guaranteed. -sired be; Thornpsbies registered
411 Druggists. iaCic and $1.00.
DeWo ods
When in Murray call at Dr.
Mason's barn, and see this fine
young hoese, whether yon -want
to bred or not. He is in charge-
- A ettiwd_of 'young people of
Hardin come over to Almo rk
Sunday afternoon.
The A'nu land is still pro-
geess hg nicely under -the mane
*gement of Prof G. C. Dean.
Trusting ilia will es6pe the
waste basket we
ties. . 
.
-Mittide (lark tit able to be out
;. _ rt0 rt severe attacic or tit
t Tripp.
a 891.429011 Psuijay fUllf
sow!) s chick's tbrnat
ts
. o.ang, water cur.,
prevents bni. dtaT
• and ottwr mord 10•110,e, e
me4licine At all rngi..4t4.
SW atle aliakea 112xl:n. of
Sample and twa.k
ca..- Of Ir,0111'1*" sent
Bowie. Reasoly Co. immicri
Mrs -E. K. Harsh, of Nashville
Tenn.. and Mrs. latigei Joseph
E. Jones, of Dresden, Tenn.. are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
McElrath this week.
Julian Greer, of -Paducah ar-
riVed'here Wednesday morning
to sienstr the Mlfl'Ilfr
Mr. Greer has had a number of
pars of experience alOng this
•
STARLIGHT-
best colies-J. II. Ellis.
Re g isered Berkshires
blood lines, such as Premier
Longfellow. Masterpiece, Load-
__ es
Premier and Duebess 279. For
side at bargain pewee.
-4
Bred Gat., Services ,Males and
ProssiolisesApi.titismaa'244Wi--
The fruit crop for nineteen-
fourteen promises to be a very
good one. The trees have pass-
ed the winter in good hape and
unless a severe freeze occurs
within the next few weeks the
indications are that Kentucky
will enjoy a banner fruit year.
The interest in the production
of better fruit has been very
gratifying and many orchards
that have been neglected for
some time past have been prun-
ed, sprayed and otherwiseput in
condition.
Teel SoRs.
H. R. gyve
Cti-M.11.'Ph-dite-14-0 Pa's, 'Ten.
1/R:4 al
sfeWfaaae "l'aaa
•
1 1111114111 111•11111117171111.11111LIMIMEIZI yn
ALL KINDS FOR :
ALL SORTS of PEOPLE :
# Buggies and Surries in any Style You May Want
4'A
_
tild-Ztandard 'Brandi - - DELKER, -AidES AND-HARDY
These vehieles, you lajpw-, have them the Highest
Quality of Worknianship-'and, Materia Prices he Best
Ou can find anywhere, quality considered: Cheaper for Cash.
'014V-Elt--alid \qua PLOWS
CULTIVATORS-- AT LESS THAN COST
DEERING.Mowers and Rakes. All Kinds Leather Goods at Bottom Price At
 YOURS FOR BARGAINS "w""••••••••••
„De
toimoniticiwigatgt
- HAZEL,
I
=
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mare. Cali&
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Mrs, Ra'ph
field, has be
several days
• Mother. Mrs.
You can bu
In good ,order
good note fro
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Iran KO(
were here las
of her parent
and wife.
• Constipaiio
indigestion\
ness. For a •
icine, use Quit
a box at Dale
Mrs. Cliff
came in the
the bedside o
TiilTh
not expecled!
See the Cat
stuff and tiou
save ae. money. -p
Dr. Cress
Orare Cress, resfirso
he 
t
the guests of
and wife.
both Sweet a
per bushel-it
Perdue.
Mrs. 
stept
town, Ky.,
first of the m
of her daggl
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Thetick no stitailtioto
for Royal BakingPow-
der for making the
best cake, biscuit and
pastry. Royal is Ab-
solutely Pure and the
only baking powder
made from Royal
grape cream Ofttar., 
'74 .0. • ,
•
11116•••••••••••••+••• yeti earl hie.
•
ILOC•L AD PERSONAL. 4, in good order f
• good note from ¢.
lag••••+++++++++++++ Son.
Go to TI4imas,,,Pirker & Per-
rkues and those beautiful(,
50 
Ruw 
o 99 cents. .
Miss Katherine -Wright,-
ayfield. is the charming young
eat of E. J. Trail and wife, of
is place. - - - •
For Sale.-One
mare. G
age. Pr:ce3 r
near Green P1ns. 3264*
I Mrs J. Sexton -his return-
Mrs, Ra'ph S antleld, of May-
.fied, has been here th3 ,past
several days The guest-of her
•mother. Mrs. J. G. Hart. -
You can buy go s woik mule
in good orier ,fo sh, or on a -
good note from Beale &
ed home from Stewart county
where she spent some time at
the bedside of Mrs. J. M.. Sex-
-ton, mether of J. and Bert
Sexton.' Mrs. Sexton was much
improved when she left for
home. 
Iran KO: and wife, of Paris'
Were here last Sunda' the guests
of her parents, E. S. Diuguid
and wife.
• Constipation causes headache,
indigestion:\ disriness, drowsi-
d, opening med.
.,!gulets. 25c
bblefield.
ness. For a
icine, use D'
a box at Dale & St
Mrs. Cliff Adams, -of L tah, ;
came in the past week to be at
the bedside of her father,- A. J.
illaughter, Who is-- very and
not expecte
se and one
les and good
.-M. V. Fin-
_
Miss Mary McElrath, Of Mur-
ray, was the guest of the family
of Bert Barnes last. Saturday
aid Sunday.--Benton Tribune-
!mocrat.
k mu'e
, or on a
B. Beale &
4162
miss Erie Keys, of Almo, has
been employed as primary teach-
er in the Hardin Graded School
for the coming year. Miss Keys
holds a State certificate, and is
a teacher of marked ability in
primary :irk. -Hardin Enter-
prise.
Never can tell wh you'll
mash a fing r or sut r a cut,
bruise, burn ac . Be pre-
pared. Thous& rely_ on Dr.
Thomas' Elects Oil. 25c and
50c a bottle at Da e & Stubble-
field.
Miss Eunice Oury, of Murray,
is here training a class of Lady
Minstrels. The play will be ren-
dered some time in the near fu-
ture, at the Christian church,
under the auspices of the Ladies
Aid Society, of the above men-
tioned church. --Benton Tribune
Democrat.
Farmers and others who live a
distance from a drug store
should keep in house a-bottle of
BALLAD'S SN
F:NT. may/be needed at
any time fo utt, wounds, sores
sprains or rh atism. It is a
powerful healing nd penetrat-
ing remedy. Price 25c 50c and
$1.00 per bottle. Sola by Dale
When baby suffers eczema or
some itching skin trouble, use
Doan's Qjatafent. A little of it
goes a lqnay and it is safe
for children. "Oc a bos at Dale
&.Stubble ield.
Ift is a remedy of
It acts quickly,
e and pleasant 
and:0c per
& Stubblefield.
..••••
•
.11
4i21 •
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WHEN IT'S SHOES YOU WANT---go to ROCK'S
SW-
Always the Newest and Best Styles. All sizes and widths. Bronze Slip-
pers and Onyx Hose to match are Chic this spring. "If They're Rock's
They're Right.- Something in a name "ROCK'S-SHOES- well I guess
yes. We make Man Tailored Clothes kir Men and Women. FIT AND
SATISFACTION GUA '
GEO. ROCK SHOE CO, - 321 Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky
Report of Sales.
Report 0/ salea by the Planters
Protective Association of Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, (lac.) for
the week ending April 4, 191-I,
and for the season to date.
Sales This This
places week
Clarksville, 146
Springfield, 180
Paducah, No report
Hopkinsv ille, 89
season
723
623
177
260
'
Totals, 415 1785
F. T. Carr and T. L. Hughes,
Auditors.
-O. • •111.-
Bothered by—Colds or Croup?
Present Coupon to Druggist
Good For One 25c Package lire of the New 'External" Vapof
Treatment. That Retrieves Colds Over I\ ight -
Croup in Fifteen Minutes.
ApplieP Over Throat and Chest, It Is
Inhailed as a Vapor and Absorbed
Through the Skin.
ness and difficult breathing, this
new treatment wol be found
wonderfully effective. It is a
positive preventive of pneumo•
Arrangements have been made nia in its early stages, and in
  for druggists to give away free advanced eases the medicated
a limited number of 25-cent vapors inhaled loosen the phlegm
packages of the new "external" and ease the difficult breathing.
treatment for all cold troubles The local druggists are selling
gh Remedy the next recently introduce here from this new treatment in 25c, 50c
cough or cold. North Carolina. A number, .of and 51.00 jars on ,30 days -trial.
so far as we druggists have already received With each purchase there is giv-
ould not do their shipments a are giving en a refund bank good for your
Straight at It. 
Thereis no use of our "heat!.
ing around the bush." We
might as well out with it first as
last. We want you to try Cham-
berlain's
time you hay.
There is no rea
can see why y-Ou
so. This preparatio away Tree packages
markable cures has ained a tomers. If your dru
world wide reputation, and peo- not yet received his supp
ple everywhere speak of it in sent this c-onpon at once an
the highest terms of praise. It .
ness, lack of interest in play and him to reserve' you your fris for sale by Dale & Stubble-
s is th • I f°-
CR M
Mrs. Althea Edwards and two
children, of Murray, were the
guests of otia0better nine-tenths,
several days this and last week.
Mrs. Edwards has two of the
brightest little girls we have
had the pleasure- of - meeting in
many a day. -Benton Tribune
pentomit. -
A prudent mother is always
on the watch for symtoins of
Worms in her chiklrere Pale-
peevishn
WIIITE'S
FUGE.  A 
celent reme
the worms 'and This new treatteent, ick s
acts natural. Price 12.5,per bottle. think of the grand opportuni
ties
Setcl by Dale & Stubclefield.. thrown in their way
 that "Van 0-Rub" Croup and Pneu-
. monia Salve, relieves croup andour parents or our grand par
ents never had. The average cold troubles by 
external apPli,
young man or woman spends as cation. There is no nee
d to dose
much in a week as our grand! the stomach with 
injurious med-
licines. Its use is especially rec-parents spent in a month and
many times in six months. But lommended to moth
ers with small
then the young man to-day !children. as Vick's
 can be usedi
makes three times- - muctri as often...4nd a
s freelssas wished
in a week as ou •ra. parents without disturbing
 the delicate
did and they still ye greater stomach of the-litt
le chaps.
°ppm teilities to Flake • by Apply Vick'aaver the- throat -
improving theirkpporni 3 and and chest in severe cases cover- I
this can be done by attending-ting with warm_ flannel .cloth,.
Memphis Business College and The heat of the body releases
take a course of bookkeeping, soothing, antiseptic vapors that
Gregg Shorthand or COTTON , are inhaled with, every breath at
CLASSING and we secure the the ssme.time Vick's is 'absorb-
position free. For full informa- ed through the skin, taking out
tion address Memphis Business the tightness and soreness.
College, Memphis Tenn. J. T. For all bronchial-and catarrh-
al trouble, "sore throat. hoarse-
,
Dr. J. A. Jones. of Marshall Thomas, Principal.
their cus- money-bac-Alf you _are not de-
ist has ,lighted with the-results.
pre- Mothers sopeciaVy should not
k ; delay -etting their free pack-
package. As the free supp!
doses Of this ex- WHAT MAKES THE HARD TIMES with 
each druggist is ii • ed s°
it-is advisable- to preae your_ No co
uts an end- to OF TO- DAY? It Is . because-got coupon early. • s-
"the child soon many people do not stop to 
1 ren 
•
'a
YOUR INCOME IS WHAT YOU
MAKE IT and you make it small
or great it is left with you and
by attending Memphis Business
College you have the chance of
doublinet and not w
more. h full
about our co
try Bookk
ban/land_ Cotton_
any
for:nations
of Double En-
Gregg Short-
iassing_  ad-
dress Memphis Business College
Memphis, gienn.-J. T. Thomas,
Principal.
dys
for years.
what I did
terribly.
reached the
Stubblefield
epsia oesindigestion
No safpetite, and
distressed me
k Blood Bitters
ca e." Dale &
Mrs. Stephenson, of George- H. D. Thornton is erecting a
town, Ky., arrived here the handsome cottage on Elkins
first of the week to be the guest street just south of the Pat Holt
_ of her daughter. Mrs. Jim • rssidence. When completed Mr.
Jones, for some time ornton and family- win
to it while his present home is
being removed to a lot just south
of the new cottage. Mr. Thorns
ton will erect a handsome hom 
To have a fluee
on the lot Of his present resiiplexion-the liver must be active
dence. the bowel regular and the blood
, -pbUy 
using 
re.snA11.
1 VETERINARY SURGEON-
  tha
tt
t clear, pink an
oughly scour
plexion so much de..
DR. D. IRESS, D. V. M.
- . .
Commissioned A ant State Veterinarian
\
The Only Graduate in Calloway County
Now Located at tia.t MURRAY TRANSFER BARN -
BOTH TELEPHONES •
Al* 
A 11 Calls Answered P romptly
to recover.
See the Cash cery for feed
stuff and dou' v
ou want to.sr
save money.--Tho as, Parker &
Perdue.
Dr. Cress and daughter, Dr.
, Ora Cress, of Chicago, arrived
here the first of the week to he
the guests of Dr. Newton Evans,
and wife.
You can
both Sweet
per bushe
Perdue.
:pie, or
eed potatoes, and one
Irish, for MOO all he can
mas, Parker & plants, wri
For the st3rnach and bowel
disorders of babies McGEE'S
BABY EL
genuine meri
is 'lure, whole
to take. Price 2o
bottle. Sold by Dale & Stubble-
field.
FEED STUFF.- I am now pre-
pared to furnish bran, oats and
Green M
for cash.
cans corn 25
-aeeordins
Virgil 1,1
,adenv at lowest prices
ugar $1: four
other groceries
-sold- for-cash-
son, west of town-354*
Mrs. P. G. Meloan, of Padu-
cah, is now at Rochester, Minn.,
where she will be operated upon
by Mayo Bros , for goiter. Mrs.
Meloan has many relatives and
friends in Murray who hope to
see her restored to health.
Some body able to do house
work to live with two old peo-
an with _little family
-e, will give nearly
, can get tobacco
. Hart. Mur-
5.
Fog SAL
horse and
baxisa n.
we year old
plug mule at a
cc om Banks, Mar.
county,-near Calvert CLiitvyi,ngsKtoy.n,
died last Saturday at 4:20 p. m.
of pneumonia, after a short ill-
ness of about six days. Funer-
al services were held at his resi-
dence and were conducted by
Ma-
sons, of which he was a very
the Calvert City lodge of -
prominent member. Burial at
county, Sunday afternoon at 3
o'clock. .
healthy corn-
this is brought about
ERBIKE. It thor-
e liver, stomach
puts the body
in fine onditio and restores
white corn-
ed by la-
dies. Price 50c. Sold by Dale &.
'Stubblefield.
There is no doubt now but
what Big Joe Erwin, will not
only make good with Paducah
base ball club, but will be the
very best pitcher they have, if
. the pitchers they used in last
Sunday's game colnpose the
r
umber. Joe pitched only two
innings, the 6th and 7th, 'and
allowed only one safe htt and
on baie on balls.- U. will go
to Padileal on the 23rd of this
dual to.practige until the open?
Thelteairtri-On May-tflt
Hardin Enterprise.
•
•
Allowed to Go His Way.
-- --
Bob Crawford, who has been
in jail for a few weeks has been
released and has gone to Mur-;
ray to make his home. The I
grani jury failed to find an in-
dictment against Crawford after
h3 had waived exa.nination on
- charge- of-aetting -fire _to the
home of his wife. He was fined
fifty-dollars each in two cases int
city :court for breach of peace
and had served out a portion of
,the fines, the remsinder having
been suspended on the condition;
that he shake Mayfield, dust,
from his feet and never return. '
-Mayfield Messenger.
Allo • ...1.416.10
Patronize home dustry by
buying vton's/ nox-all and
Eureka B 25c, 35c and 40e.
If they giv antisfaction tell
your neigbbors, *f not tell me
so I can remedy them. -- R. E.
Clayton. Manufacturer.
EARN MORE AND SPEND MORE
by making your time more valu-
able and this can be dope only
iinprovi your to bet-
ter your con d -this can
be done only • entering some
good trainiog se I where your
thoughts-atilt be 11 directed,
by those who have thought along
the lines of making the young
man's time more vgluable". this
can. be dose ..by enteTing yem-
0611 flinairCsA
Tenn-. --)1. t-Thomas, Principal.
•
Remember, this coupon
ood only if presented in per-
yOur regular druggist.
ns presented by child-
WIonore
morigt'druggists who are
giving away free packages are
the following:
Dale & Stubblefield, H. P.
Wear. H. D. Thornton & Co.
Murray: C. E. Hatcher, Almo;
Hardin Drug Co., Hardin: and
Geo. W. Smith, New Concord.
• • •
• •
Coupon No. 7...
Good at your regular drug-
gist, for one 25c package of
- Vick's "Vap 0-Rub" Croup
and Pneuinonia Salve.
If your druggist has given
away all his free packs-get,
try a 25-tent jar on 30 dayip
trial.
Name 
Address 
. Note to Druggist-Do not is
but hold untii our sales-
men call.
rifEIPRUDENT MAN"WILL BEWARE
OF SMOL)771 STRANGERS Wry ma.
Arl SEEMING SCHEMES
All of se schemes w h "mooth" strangers com
e
around to peddle &--euch great oney Makers" why don't
they KEEP them mselves?
When a man irying hard to sell you a „proposition
there is something in it for HIM--that's -sure t
hing.
Is it not better for us all- to keep our money here at
home. invest in and build up OOP OWN Community
?•
The man who does this Is prosperous.
.." Wake-OUR ban'‹ YOUR bank. -
We pay interest on tithe 
'VII' trait-it 111i
•-•
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Sy W. P. CLAYTON,
late Passed Midshipman,
C. S. N. .
- - e_., -,-....•
-haw brint-.--eadef-aTIT-1111—
iD people have "their special-ties Some make Maori-
others write It This Is
certainly true of out
E
thern people, and especially so
to the late war Detente' the
tate" Either in a spirit of mI3Ep.resentation or omission the
tb has received want justice
the historic, taught In our
Schools, and written by Northern
lauthors, and with the exception of
the battle of Hampton Roads, and
the cruise of the Alabama, nothing
is known by the general public of
the doings of the confederate navy *
Sti fact, few of our younger genet
gation 'even know that the confederacy had a l" Y . .Soon there will be no one to tell the et of what the confederacy did tette
pee water Memory carries me back to i • 15th day of August. Igal, the du;
Miter I had arrived at the age of eight. . when 1 reported for duty on the ie
milting ship United States at N. ...et a; a midshipman and the eardiril
*meting I received from 11 midshipmen already abodhe Ate I look around tie
and find only four who now can answer roll call of that Jolly crowd. boys of tiemake of 'Midshipman Easy." ready always for fight Or frolic, I think it time that
swine one should snatch from oblivion the glorious record of that navy. ThoughI ti el inadequate to the task. I will undertake it. and while I fall in phraseulogy ,e promise to give facts. which I defy any one to truthfully contes-alot.
Neither side was prepared for the war that followed the secession of tb.
Areasizeaz-
die/Meer
• BUS •
ii..0•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••
_TELLING THE tEX OF GEESE
_
Not Easy Matter Is Make Distention
iii TeutetA141 Variety as Sires,
Are All ef Rams Color.
It Is nut an easy thing to dirtIn-
.__Innah_the sea of aurae, espectaliaUt-
the Toulouse ;feisty. !loth sexes are
-e4irseareats eigiele•-bvtIn ettes vistesee•
the male or gander IN solutes hat
Wien. hae a larger head, longer neck.
suit carrlea himself more erect
The voice of the female Is -coarser
than that of the male, a point that
Is relied upon quite generally by ea
p •Flu-tired growers of these fowls
ililbert says there is an 'embarrass.
tug likeness' betas-en th• gander and
Cie goose. and out of the breeding
2.•
Toulouse Geese.
HOW TO CLEAR AWAY
- - THOSE U6LY PIMPLES
--trturv-pasy- to irpt
and blackheads a Ith iteiglhol. and it
curet so little, too, that anyone ;these
face Is dieftipiree- by these peels Ii
foolish to keep on with useless cute
twelve or  plleattel "beauty treat-
ments." lieu hue *Imply it I. dams.
Sallie your face fur peiteral minute,
with stiituI Soap sad hill water, thee
*PIO * little 164111101 Ointment vary
gently. Let his stay on ten helmeted.
and, wash off a ith Rewired Neap and
1110144 hot water, tinisthing with a dash
of veld cater to dom. the jeers Do
this 'oat's' or twlie a day, and you will
tot witsail&*41 to AvAla-Lta-
111'0111X. antiseptic lioviinol med
thm roof hes and clealiMI.1 Mo. pores,
leaving the completien clear and vel-
vety gold by all drientiete.
Ointment. centa and tl. Hotline!
Seep ee cents -Ads
Its Pend.
111111.1 sort of "ti game iire they
piny lila w Ith the tie sier wield Ion le
Attnapolis-
"I ewes It I. Nome kind of a shell
-giaro-T • _
• • - •
Modified Offense. ,
"Are yea 46 tit-eerier tottit the- navy,.
"Nee," replied the aallor man; "OW
ttlayee hookey fr  et teed
This is a preaerlptIon /weltered Ss-
potently for Malaria or Chills and
Fever. Five or six du les will break
any eve. Red If taken then us a tonte
the fe'ver will not return. L'e -Ad,.
In the NiehL
"I Memel a noire; Past now like •
watch."
Season it is not easy at first to disk eMaybeettewas the bee ticking "
• --MEMO between them. while the ---
young goalies* long baler conjecture - • Very Different
as to their *ex "Were the fish .bIlleig on yselt- last
 Yet certain distinctions gradually country tripe.'
 manifest themselves, as fur Instance. No, but the deal-We...1--
'morn • shrill - and sibilant than the
the nolo& the gandees leis. being
goose's. •
Newman says that chin six at
seven months of age, hr at maturity.
the ganders can be told from the
geese by observation. In most cases
th• male -growl somewhat larger than
the female. .•
The googols deeper in the body. a 
Its Place.
%' here shall e.eptit the ebept hob
low closirr
'Hight oil the carliel'M Ilajf...
At the Dance.garnet I* on beard of a ship $o thus It is that the
middy ane the sailor are churns. that is. in'the old a stable of 
‘
ea pigsty .
England, All the ;teem! 'aren:4alitlutduign light milli,. feet
heat y ain his partriers.-. -Hoe-
Is Jack .
navy
• is then put in. It le 6;0(1 the geese ...on Trans. ript.
will all lift up their heads and go
United Da u g lam of the , Confederacy - to the hhe k -the - place.
ganders will lower snit stretch out
• their neck.. hissing all the time
•
The United Daughters Of III,. CMI.f.'d•kraf,' had elibert refers to the Fame method.
Its origin in NaShVIlle. MID, where le was the
outgrowth of an effort of the women of 'that city
to secure greater interest in preserving the spirit
and historic achievements of the South Its. °b-
ier', as originally stated are memorial. historical,
benevolent, educational and social. namely, to
honor the memory of those who served and thos.
who fell in the service of the Confederate state.
to record the part taken by the confederate worl.
en in patient endurance ad patriotic devotion
during the struggle, as well as untiring effort due
him the reconstrection which folleitieife-tie collect , 
Werk for a r.epu.tat.lon.
and preserve the material for a true history of the . Tbe -fresher the eggs' for hatcbing
war between the. North and South; to preserve the better will be the hatch.• -
historic places of the Confederacy, to fulfil the • • • ,
altered duties of charity to- the survivors of that -Are the quartere provided for the
war ands their dependents; to help educate the chickens clean and sanitary?Southern statee Our Southern politicians proclaimed from the hustings that needy descendants of 
woribi : 
ntP ite
they would drink all. the blood that-would be shed The Northern statesmen ship among the members of tell°esocll 
and to cherish the bonds of friend-
regarded it as a. mere rebellion to put down at the first approach of the army
In that belief they brought with the army to Manassas several thousand pairs (Jon
antergmanulszeautimeninhant4libZnonidn. c‘o.annecin-
it,r•h was unprepared it had.abubdant resources. Ships, guns, shops and the federate states- One room is devoted to each of the 1:1•Confederate states. food' The hentekike them best that
thweorkCsonoffedthere17andctiffs to adorn the wrists of the leaders of the mob but while the 
(w)in-lethotbitheet establishmentimriaonft
the house which was occupied by Jefferson Davis while president of the Con- Sprout your light oats for green
like soon made up its deficiency. while nye South. with no resources, had to Kentucky and arissourt teeing included with the II that rcluallY seceded In way.straggle on in the face of _circumstances that would have appalled any oteer
steeple A few- straggling steamers caught in Southern ports, belonginu to 
this bajilding are collected all birds of relies connected with the history of the • • •
Ncrthern owners, were captured. and made the baste  of the Confedenata 
Southern stater' before and during the war. and its valite is being continuall: If several hens are set in one roots
minty. i The capture of the Norfolk navy yard gave us SOMA thousand cannon 
eettranc.ed. Contributtonst come- from alt sources. One of the most twee-eaten; It Is deeirable to confine thetn in good•
and a few half burned and sunken ships, among them the steam frigate Merri- 
was sent to.a member of the Distirct of Columbia division by a l'olon"siildier nests.
mac, the only vessel we were able to utilize Some small arms aid a fair Ice 
This was the chair Jefferson Davis sat In during heeconfinement at Fortress • • •
Monroe This soldier, who acted RS Mr • Herts guard, became deeply attached - Too many. people, especially novices.of powder, shot and shell, with ottor ship stores, gave to the crinfeiletacy tht to the distinguished Southerner and preserved the chair _as a memento of him think it essential to build costly pout-
- The feengartiV•naVy *yard elelded nothing of importance - These were the only**, 
Wheel he learned of the opentnit- of this Confederate mu-scum by the- iktughteca 4 try house, _
,
larger quantity of war material possess. d prior to the firet battle e
-ni _yards in the South . 
of the Confederacy he felt that the chair properly belonged. there The mu- • • •ev
old or young chick-! swum contains portraits of all of the men prominent In the confederacy. a col- Fee......esagenine
ranks of- the ens hothing beats-a wee mash of corn
as it 1.1; my purpose to. Introduce Into this narrative Some of the fection of al: the different uniforms worn in eine differeree• weealiades.of my shipmates that the tedium of unvarnished fact may net dull 'confederate army. the most complete collection of contesierate money in eats- meal and milk.the readers appreciation:1 think It not out of place. especially for the benefit 1 'ince and numerous other treasures. Each state division of the Niue:Acre of • • •the'yourieer generation, to give a short comparison of the navy of the past the Confederacy has raised a special endowment fund for the preservation and The best results in natural hatchsal the navy of the present The reader has perhaes Perused with interest enlargement of the collection ot-relica contained in the Reno devoted to that trig .in be obtained when the hensthe story of the voyage of the United States fleet around the Horn- and up to state, white a -special endowment fund Is being mired for Hie mainterranct• of are set on the ground-.California. No 2Ioubt ?nape have lociked with pride at the war leviathians at the "Solid South- room, which' is, to many of the daughters. the most irti- • • •anchor In some orour ports, and in ecalitcy they have exclaimed, "What mate portant ef all because in It are represented women now living In northern I Don't forget to hateh a few ben-alficent ships"' Reader, those are not ships. They are simply floating forts states in gonnection With the museum is_a coutesierate_ltteraty -suet • eggs under hens. They will maktelag.--ffhltehtttle leaehtnee. The ship of theehary itiine eorever. and with the:n has for its spacial alai the preservation of all literature relating to the con- vigorous breeders -when mature.the romance of "-a life on tbarece•an-wavaie- Warryat's-seethisinpinarr Easy" is, federaeTe • • • •like some of animal creation. extinct. The midshipman of today is a fall-
- -fledged officer, bound by all of the rules of decorum expected from ateedmirai..
If these rules. or any.-of them, be transgressed, a court-martial will result.
This Is the new navy In the old naty the middy- who had not walked' a
--ehalked line was called -up Inethe first ofileee and given gifitherly lecture
and sent to. the masthead or-foretopeall yard to speed six or eigth hour -ad
ruminate over the bad leek of hating been caught No thought of remorse or
repentance ever entered his breast, and with ethernet: for, more secrecy in
the future he sits out hie punishment and counts the minutes when the officer
of the deck will hail the foretopsall yard and order him down
The word midshipman means between tire officer and the man, the
went-et- tint Hale the first round in the ladder of promotion Agee consequence
there was a tillartty__betweezt_ tha igallor-ead-the- inidelearriarr-that e truth
Suitable Course.
"Jitike IN it perfect clam In business"
"I that is why he es colt
tinually being roasted,"
Dr. Vienne I'learen. Pellet.' first put up
40 years sr. They regulate and atilt/test%
stonech, liver Awl bowels, tiugaz.g“orteri
tiny granules. .1.1v.
trifle reuniter In the eiiiTand smaller
l in the neck The call of the ganderis hold, long and shrill, while thatSailors. especially III a storm. 11.% F 14 time of the goose is merely an anawer to it.to etkpflasig“ words, and bring thetu together. and There is cinema -elan to deter-will Int my dying day kuow where the fore dee-- mine sex adopted in Cambridgeshire.
saying the ganders will put their
heads down at the Jog and hiss, while
the gees.; will keep theil- heade up and i
try to aeold the intruder.
Vocational guidance lies been intro
I lured into the school system of Con
raecticut by a recent law
- -e- - - - -
After a girl germ marries! she helps
-
tier went friends to the se .ee of
People never help a man to blow his
ewn horn because they like music,
-------- - -
If you want anything advertised
without cost, tell it to a gossip.
An Interesting-at-mit accomplished by the organization Is the distrIbution
of the Southern Crops of Honor _ This is a medal of honor awarded to every
soldier and sailor In the confederate army and navy who served throughout
the war or was awarded honorable dlecharge It Is made of Metal from
cannon captured by the Union forces during the car and which were turned
'over to the Daughters of the Confederacy by one of the secretaries of war
The, cross is abet granted to the arisen lineal descending of a decetteed soldier
or sailor upon proper credentials being presented There have been many in-
teresting ceremonies connected with the bestowing of theso crosses, which
bare usually taken place upon the memorial day selected by the statokor_opot.i
the birthday, of Jefferson Dells or Robert F. Lee The cross may not be Worn
be any person other than the one upon which it Is bestowed, not even a widow
Or a tete --Tee-Alietri-buttert-ofeerretwerreg concledeff since it iste inimical to discipline in an officer of higher rank. ,The midshipman learns felt-That all of those entitled to them have been supplied
from the sailor much of seamanship and how to knot end splice, and the on. In this platter of preserving "the material and data for the htetory of thelooks after the Interest of the °thee, both afloat and elegem_ To liloatrate.tranAaate between the-two-eativiens. the daughters have ,1011f. IllUCh by erectingWhen ordered ;to the PatiTiii Henn'. in James river, a brigantine-rigged markers and monuments on the !epee} fields of the great struggle, as well assteamer (the United States being but a hulk without mast or sparse It came- by identifying for future generation the scenes of particular incidents oi;ao watch In the forecastle, a lieutenant being officer of the deck That offieer tracer) and heroism
came forward on the hurricane rieek and scanned the elegem or. the foremast. Tei•Pre have been numberlega monuments and mentorlate erected to eons-.the sails being furled Something .wrong attracted his attention. and I was neimorate •aorne especial event or person court/N-1441 utbh some locatem in thestartled by "Forecastle there' I answered. Aye, asee sir." itareortforclee- i'South eometImee they take the place of petite. drinking fountains. anethuegarotflowdaboutsixinehes!" That was one on me, and I stood bewildered I serve a twtefold good Recently the desirability of teaming public school build-Again the elarion voice rang out. "leintstandtterlikeabooby. have ;turnofe ler: afte„Lnaglgtheten heroes has become; popular, and the Robert le lee' .tegeeiewearnetlosteredsixinchese Just then Jim Smith, the boatswains mate, school _uorayetteville, Tenn . ow-es much of its equipment to the daughter!whispered, "Say aMetyth. she' which I did, and our SuperiOr of the ottarter-lerezretentead rontinually to keep in the minds" or the studeree the splendid
deck turned and sauntered away My sailor friend preneeded to translate the I- qualities of tlille•gereat leader • . . e •ender given me and ID put it in force The translation is as renown.. "Have( The Daughter's of the ('onfederate. reser *len cc-cured a number of echalar-your pert •fort cirw garnet towered ate ut six Inches.e. and ensenecond onkel ships which they award to !Midis who desire a higher edricatpati. , A numberread as follow-Pi •-thoteeitand there .qr a booby btoF y-ofir Rost fore clew of vt'ell-knoltvi schOola and collegea hate donated whole or nartial.scholarsirtps
45rne1 loitered &Peat  six inches i'Le lia. awarded_  elae -daegeettes-egettheeseeeeesetedediksea. - the -rentesterer yeee.--repeeee.—e eeee.
. •
• • .
•
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• • •
A welt ventilated cellar Is the beat
place to operate the incubator.
• • •
ryes mate ofklefroos are never so
do*" tor moat:fig as those with lim-
ited range mad fed en pure feed -
• • •
All eggs should be tested by the
seventli) day. which often makes It
possible to reset some.of the hens.
• • •
Man %ITT- eleeeeat.e Tee automobile
In a mudhole to tliitrr 0%..r and tcli
you how to get yours 0114..
In the eleven years front 1901 to
1913, inclusive.. there -were
nrikes arid lockouts In Canada.
- Keep a chronic setting hen- from .
feeling any warmth under her body
"and you will break her of the habit.
• • •
 -The- ttuu,btv, henets a big fa-clot-la-I
the profits of the farm, but she nada
ettentton just as much se Anything
else.
• • •
The oest plice for the - Incubator
is the one where the temperature Is
most nearly ariifarm (mm day to. day,
under natural conditions
• s •
Be mighty carefuleto see that your,
setting hen is rentetreerrun with lice
In producing louse-free chicks the in-
eobstor t:ertainte has It on the hen •
• • •
' It le sepsys the hen that lays the
most eggs that eroduoto the moat
chicks. In breederte high fen" 's
ethea, seleettueaeaLsed-LIkeas4ealkeet
eien
- -.....-..e...e,e
t ....! ;lb 1'. s .
--eee.....": t e-essee- -ette...-----
,....L.,
1. -
.. ._ , .
. 4....-..., 
.• .• •,- •
. ,
.._.... , .
_A min's good opinion of helmet
isn't going to fool So Peter
TWO WOMEN
AVOID
OPERATIONS
By Taking Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable
Compound.
Chicago. III. -el must thank you with
a/I my heart for Lydia E. Pinkliame
Vegetable. Com-
pound. I used toga
to my doctor for pills
and remedies and
they did not helpmels.. -
I had headache,"aiiii
could not eat. and the
doctor claimed I had
female trouble and
must have an opera-
tion. I read in the
paper about Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound and I hare taken it arid
feel fine. A lady said one day, 'Oh. I
feel so tired all the time and have head-
ache.' I said, 'Take Lydia E. Pink.
ham's Vegetable Compound.' and she
did an feels fine now "-etra M. R.
EARSCHNICIC, 1438 N. leaulma Street
Chicago, Mime!,
Thither Case.
Dayton, Ohio. - "Lydia E. Pinkham't
Vegetable Compound relieved me ofpains in ray side that I had for yearsarui which doctors' medicine-, failed isrelieve. It has certainly tweed me from
an operation. I will be -gage_ s,
you by a perennal lette-r- tw any edemasin the same-rendition." - Mot J. ete
Stteneet. l,S ca...4 Da) ton.
71f you want sp eclat ail% ice
write tit...Lydia I-:. IN mi. ham Med-
itline ti. 
I.3nn, •moss. your hirer u ill he.opene41,
st-wwwnaik -
mod beld In strict coutidenc,sh
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--YAAT- ALTS TO FLUSH
KIDNEYS IF BACK HURTS
se)* Yets-Filateti Mast Forme Uric Acid
Which Clegg the Kidneys and
irritates the- bladder.
_
Most folks 'forget that the kidneys,
Ilk. the bowel., gel 'sluggish seed eieg-
reel and need a flualilug occaalunally.
eke we have backaili.. and dell misery
lu the kidney region. Rorer, head-.
aeries, rheumatic tweeters torpid liter,
acid stunisch, sleeplestsuess and all
sorts of bladder dillorders.
You simply must keep you kidneys
active and risen, end tko 1110111enit you
feel an mho Or pain in the kiduey
regieu, gel shout lour ounces of Jail
Halts from any good drug store here.
take a tablespoonful In • glass of
water before breakfast, for a few days
and your kidneys a Ill then art fins.
This famous salts Is made front the
acid of ewes and !preen Juice, com-
bined with Whim and Is harmless; to
flush clogged kidneeni and ilimulate
them to normal activity. It also nee-
trsitaee the **mini* the-twine co-It-
no longer Irritates, thus ending Wad-
der disorders.
.lad Halts Is tigtmless: inexpensive;
makes a delightful effervescent lithia•
water driek %stitch everybody should
take new and then to keep their kid-
'eye clean thus avoiding serious coM-
plications.
A well.known loral druggist says he
sells lots of Jad finite to folks who be.
-Here In overcoming kidney trouble
while it le only trouble-Adv.
TOAD A VALUABLE SERVANT
Its Uses in the World Have Not Been
Accorded the Recognition It
Has Long D d.
Pew still meaning creatures have
been more thoroughly misunderstood
-Vein the honestly
tiring toad
• rertherly the toad unit C.,11141dernti 111
• tii011,4 -reptiles but ii our day It.
habits have been more carefullY. Otl-
Pi:t%ed and Its great • futile to (be
ecpromologlat and eftrileeer hiss been
fully established to-coil litOf • Its
propennitr for doittroyttig Insects. _
11'e should. therefore, cultivate the
  -rysid -11441404-a414.4.--of Ova-
5itet1VitroUn reptilee, itielterileg thus-
striped 1111Itkii as Well as that of
bine.
Every thls detesta the
cockroach. mice and other vermtn.
'rat, or tar. P thillii•ittienli-d toads
email keep the coital clear of these
and _we:mid be found more dtairahle
than a- cat, as thes are wholly free
from treepanearg on the rights of mate
a ie.:36mi - Cat P41h-
141.1.1.4.11 of a timid and retiring nature,
loving dark c.orneris arid shady places,
but under kind I t Pal !tient bet-inning
quite tame.
Many 4iistances might be cited of
pet toads remaining to-venal years in
a family and doing Most valuable
service a ith no oilier compensation
than that of immune) from persecu
t ion
In Europe triode are carried to the
tides to-market-and are parelliieed by
the horticulturists, who by their aid
are -enabled to keep bri theerk•the
Oplication of the Insect tribes %%hid
prey upon their fruits, flowers. etc.
myiptesor-nstra- Y6# the Bath.-
- A physician alto believes in baths
rte a tonic advisee-the -use of Eppoen
.or Carlsbad edits Preferably the for-
mer-- for a general invigoration. 'They
should be used not more than twice a
weeks
. Take one oence_arf -the laths to a
pint of warm water for a song,ebath
For a large tub kith use a pirit of.
salts to a tub of warm water.
Purchase the salts at a wholesale.
drug house. The usual price in quan-
tities- is four cents a pound. This
salt eater make.s, an excellent tonic
serries off _many... Impurities.
ahrouili the pores of the 'Skin.
•
I Till NUILILAY mom. MUIRILAY, ICY.
.••••  • .-
..—. a.
NO HELP TO NATION
Subsidies to Coastwise Vessels
Would Not Be of Benefit.
Argum•nt That They Would Tend lc
build Up American Merchant Ma
rine Is Not Tenable. as Cuneid
*ration Will Derithnetrate.
The eirolisient atintierist le -fieeVet
Chip subsidies is that such submittals
will bring eau existent.. ships to be
used as auxiliaries to the navy In war
times, will bring lulu existence. At-
lautic slid Pacific liners, ships with
greater speed arid greater cruising
radius than the sestet ships el the
navy, and a hich, equally valuable as
the scuut slaps, will hi' inaintaleed at
is much less cost than such naval Yee
self; will bring into existence ocean
--pasastrger shtpir Which can be
Lloyd as troop ships In time of air, end
will bring into exlistence mean going
freighters to carry military' sillobiles
arid coal to the battle squadrons and
armies operating over sea. ,
The other argument for ship subsi-
dies- is that they will build up steam-
ship linos to carry American products
direct to foreign ports, and thus help
American producers in their competi-
tion for the world's markets
The Anseritan public has Illtnili plain-
t) that retitle nioney to the nuasteise
ship trusts sill root tend toward either
of these results
Coaato lee vessels are not uf char-
acter to be used tins.. of war. They
have not the speed nor the bunker ca.
pacify ner the seagoing qualitlee to
make „them UCOUts • or troop ships, or
even coal purveyors.
our coastwise Alps itifitT aliina' the
gat port TO- lairf, ?tinning to
shelter from ticti•II affirms and replete
billing their coal yuppie its frequent iti•
tervals -The Kam.. ihipa awl the mime
class of Wilms will extend their tojelges
through the l'anmea canal if their
nathht.r int.reamed it sill merely
int:resse the umount of traffic curried
from Imatt--tts frertn- -Ad-eV 114,1 create
ono. ielilp capable of indo•pesident action
n the hien seas.
UPWARD START
After Changing from Coffee to Postum.
--
Many a talented perzon is. kept back
because air the interference of coffee
with the nourishment of the body.
This is especially so with .those
*whose nerves are very sensitive, as is
Often the case with talented persons.'
.There is a simple, Paley. way So get
M--of coffee iiroubles and a Team
lady's experience along these lines is
worth considerine. The says
"Almost from the beginning of the
use of coffee it hurt my stomach. By
the time I was fifteen I was almost
a nervous wreck, nerves all unstrung,
no strength to endure the most trivial
thing, either work or fun.
"There was scarcely anything I
could eat that would agree with me.
The litt:e I did eat seemed to give
me more trouble than It was worth. I
was literally starling: was so weak I
could not sit up lents at a time
"It was then a friend brought me a
het cap of-Postum. I drank pan of It--
and after an hour I felt as though I
had had something to eat - felt
*strengthened. That was about five
years ago, and after cateinuing Poet.
urn in place of coffee and adually
getting stronger. today I can eat and
digest anything I want, walk as much
as I want. My nerves are steady.
belleee the first thing tbst did
me any good and gave me an upward
start, was Postum. and 1 Use it alto-
'ether .now Instead ef coffee"
Name giten by the Postum Co,
Battle Creek. Mich.
Postern now come* in two forme
Regular Postum must be well.
both 15c and 25c packages .-
1nd/tent Posture Is a soluble pow.
der A teaspoonful dissolves goteltly
In a cup of hot water ,sed, with eream
week, and said: 'Ws Turiev, what
did sou take to help sou $e quickly:"
I (old it was Just .tirl1U1 the
•Olnan tone and Ow paid 'I Wish
44° UA y e
If 'she would onlv 'net rem worth of
careful. and lake it. Ow %unlit 130
alio sent tea husband to town to get
the Cardul. and commenced taking it.
Mae _pale_and the
t is • t
already.
As to how It helped me -I suffered glossy, soft and abundant-Ads. Bears thefor about 5 years, with vie/manly trou-
bles, and' became so %teak and nee Chesterton's- Query. 
Signature of
c um ling on John ittla ortht
recela arraigement parliamelit fur
sins of embalm' and commission. in
%hick the author decried the importa-
tion into Eneland of the plumage of
birds "to decorate our eentiewernen„
it _K._ Chesten sr ' is
real wrong and a _ ecandal. 1 ant
against geed-eel...wee beteg decorated_
They have their roiliest -awl their hair
dse. Why cautiet they tie content to
be dieguisedr
•
Will cure your Rheumatism and an 
kinds of aches and pains-Neuralgia,
ranass..Celie. Op-aire  itetieses, rafts.,
Old Sores, iturnii. ete Antiseptic
Anodyne. Price 2:.e.-adv
" Found a Tintoretto.
A municipal councillor. Adrien Mith-
ouard. is aespensible for the dhotis
ery of.a masterpita-e among the piles
of old canvases put aside as almos:
talueless in the municipal storerooms
at Auteuil. Pans is uriosits was
aroused by the aspect of one of the
canvases. which was so black that
preettcally nothing was visible, and
ordering the. picture scrubbed. an
"Adoration cf the Magi" Tieloret•
co was disclosed.
°I. bare a• runabout at any place." i
And Delves leslairla ems of She System. no-7. 
"That's
"Itrthr "1"1[-"-d-ab(551- it t-b"....."1.--1"...-* walik-laginmksaw"Iell".' ..cli 7:41.51-"21.1111
justice In dealing with it will depend lonked as if the blackheads turne•d * It Lima ItallflIK A GOOD TONIC
'the judgment of them that the country tete pimples because after a little "Your •Itebek• acts like magic, 1 ha-vswill record at the elections in 1914 and while ali of them were- golly and my given It to numerouS 1.eople Hi- my par- .-. ._......
1911'6hat the president realises all this ti were small at first but . gradual!) who are sufferers and in need of 4 good ttl the goods wear out. Adv.
. To Have and 'Is-. -hei-d.' - - -
and anger. Mike" dettetenat never *
ivn--neonewoo. at4. and fific tins
Tbe coat. per- eel._ or net* j ,
11..k_yostikers..,
Have You a Bad Back?
%Imposter you use your bark, does a
sharp pain hil rout Vises your back
eche cousbintli, teal one rut: lame?
We • sign of lick kidneys, especially
the k Uinta at IWO 111 eintotoirtinit ion, pee--
owes rarefy in tuo Itepout ot coins
In tiegiert there is danger of dropsy,
gravel of Orient s disease is. lean's
is eine, Pelle which heel( until timouseada
An Indiana Calle
f• fro 110
t• John I)
Wtatedier, set IS
ISM /L. .M•didess.
1.1 says ' tare
cleat.. appeased asi•
ot.i. au, eyes and my
aski.. were in
lamed owl ow/011.n
was all elppi.4
slits rhyuniallem
My herb tolled *es
Stonily a.i4 I wise a
Shysleal wrecli I nye •
tars and eteensivs
teestee•ni of speriel•
iet• failed liese's
Kidney PIUS ..iza
two fr.'s. lb.
Sail bet..y• lung ro-
oted health'
Bet D. otAm Moteilla alma
DOAN'S "rtiVe:
FOSTIA-MILIBUSSI CO. BUFFALO. N.Y.
Reformer Rebuffed.
The nervour lady was calling on the
aim and collected mother of six
"let look at the baby*" shrieked
ihe caller..
"What's the metter with the baby?"
smiled the mother
"lie's pia) lug %tab a big carving
knife.'"
"I see ho is. Dui don't you worry
It's all old cartitig knife, and even if
he did dull it a tittle we have a lovely
Machine In the kitchen that will
sharpen it again a Jiffy. You were
ma) ing 7"
Selectable confined to shim. lit the
cease% i110. trade, me provided In the ex-
Wing Panama canul tea .tert, canned
stimulate the buildleg la a sinele ship
tor ferelgti trade.
Eters ideated reation fur ship Rubel
diem falls to the greued %then apelike'
11/ rott.tt wise shipping. •
Mead-of-a Firm, Limited Party.
I 14,1 tient 10110,1,1y 11 linen , (1 1' 14 t has
mad., himself the party leader, the
leader wham the majority of the Demo-
crats will folloa. forsaking all others
and cleating unto him only, eleciares
tie. Beaton Transcript. The Demo-
crats are often accused of having the
Bourbon charucterist ic of learning
nothing and forgetting eputhing. It
must be admitted that in their 16
years In the wildereees of opposition
they have learned that it does not pay
for a dominant party to be perpetually
_quarreling, with the president of it*
choice. The lesson of their defection
from Cleveland in le93-94 is not one ;
their opposition to his pelages they i
of the things they have ferg0tren. By
drove-bite to solicit the aid of Remits '
!Jeans. The Democrats split their own f
party, and.conderneed at to a period of I
feeble opposition that wus long cote
tine -ad that the comers -came to think-,
of it as the. "normal condition" of the
Demo( racy.
Problem Properly Handled.
Tbere are several evils of bushier"
that the people and their government
are resolved to ban by laws that will
punieh heavily those who wilfully traf-
fic in these evils. Itut in striving to
reach the guilty it is essential to pro-
tect the innocent from unjust aed un-
neceseary punishmenLand it is equally
esseetial that the business of the coun-
try should not be fettered. . .
there in the rough is the problem
that our president anti his party must
engage, and upon their wisdom
about the sa1110.
""teerehrasibelliketor fisrelootelline.
ei-aolei by lit:warn
.411filaiimosc
toed tuice...iuml flushed tapes of L-04
•t"itasettes -awsui4.1_,a,sr•
but diagust.7. Chicago Trihinsa
szlatte- dasir-by the tenser:ire -Eefars-e--bi
is following.
Democracy Now in Order.
." Mr. Wilson has not shirked restionsi-
alley. Rather has he gone forward In
the spirit of a man who not only knew
his .pewer, but was perfectly. willing
to exercise it. Nor ehould it be for-
gotten that in whatever progress he
has made as Party leader be has had
unusual encouragement from men un-
accustomed to folasw so far. Long in
the minority, and for.20 years torn Cy
faatioeallihn,the Democracy until re-
cently had resembled nothing so much
as a batty teens. with the leaders ft.c.
lag one was and wheelers the other,
and bad language from the driver nil-
Ana the circumatablent air. It is Mn,
Wila011.13 distinction to have reduced
the team to order.
Special Privilege Rebuked. -
Special privilege Ider;cates thought
to Vol the people tilt untrue_state-
ments concerning the etre, t of the
subsidy act and by an appeal to hence]
supposed, with mor.• or, less truth, to
estett towards the kingdom of Great
,Prttain.
• The plan has failed dismally. and
_with teatie onynnents.
The people hAVP mean-through -the
•
NEIGHBOR ASKED
FOR INFORMATION
Which Was Promptly Disclosed and
She Lost no Time in Profit- '
ing Thereby.
Miasni. Okla 'ono, of my neigh.
hers." says Mn. Ilaunith M Turley, of
 low-le 'a ante ate no Meat. last
NOT HIGH-PRICED AMBITION Good Cheer Aids
Maguire, Peet Surely Cystic! Net Be
Accused et Having Too street!
Desire fur Wealth.
Apropos Marshall P. KeranekikIL
who taak•-• $ a; a yea, by a Mira
utusie. a wettest*. p4,0411 said.
"To make $11) a year out of tousle
is pretty good listkaa !Milli as I. a
secceasful poet, Mika 011 1 of verse
"When they line my poetry in all the
magatiliell people think that I live
at the lilts Petition Alas, they don't
know the isurgaiiiiiti poet y raters
"A young :hay to use the other
day
"'I like your poetry so much I have
often heard the expreasion beautiful
as a poet's uhu-u'asn."'Cell Mr, a hut are
" 'Well, My gear young lady.' Yin
pileol. loin« ars. usually about three
square meals a day, clean Iiuieim aid
. Student Housing.
1b* lM.a.4 Iii jUliUs. of PbTlailelfkliit
has a %%omen problem lei its hands
In regard to older *0111011 ho come
there from out of lite city, for whom
there is piaci. the !ay high
schools or who are ineligible for the
city "(heels It is prepared that these
girls shall five in approved hoarding
bousew and not remote *Miele sire
cial pertilloolent of the dein An as-
sistant dean is especielly le I Merge of
the women etudentv
Digestion of Food
Dyspeptics Cent Mahe the Mist uif
- the Family Map!), by Using
Lu.sartv•- Tunic.
The letriper of the family and the
stool cheer stoned the table. deposed so
much on the good digestiou uf each
individual present that the esperiences
Of semis former dyspeptics oliu titer-
carte. their truuble he uf inter
est to flame now suffering this
way
The hest advice one can give-but It
Is seise.. that is 'seldom iseeded Is to
eat glow ly and inasticat• each mouth
ful carefully. However, if slow eating
and ireful maatiration fall the next
ald OOP close to nature. Dr raid
well a [Syrup Pepsin This remedy Is
an eseellent divalent and in addition
to helping In the digestion of the food.
&cis needy on the liver and bowels.
lidding 4-Men of the accumulation- of
lute that should long ago have beim
wised off. It Is safe, reliable, pleas.
ant•tosiinS. and .rasulta  ass guano-
teed.
Maj ft Martin, of Joplin, Mo , now
77. thinks Caideally Syrup Pepsin
bar helped MB- to blesser and hap-
pier life. lie ham uut-felt so good In
Years so he has since taking this ex
and its spits or his
77 years he says he feels like a boy
It Is the Ideal remedy for 'relieve-
Don, no matter bee eevisre: comities-
IF HAIR IS TURNING Oen, no natter hew chronic, Wanes.
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA near, headaches gas on the stomach.
drewsless• after eating and 'similar
Don't -Look Oldi Try Ceigadmother's anneyancee.
Recipe to Darken and Beautify Gray.
• Faded, Lifeless Hair.
Grandmother kept her hair beauti-
fully darkened, glossy and abuiteatit
with a brew of Hag.. Tea and Sulphur
Whetieter her hair fell out or leek on •
that dull, faded or streaked appear-
arc'.', this simple 111Httillre, applied
with wonderful effeet By asking at
any drug store. for "W'Seth'ii Rage end
Sulphur Hair Remedy," you will stet II
large -bottle of this old-time recipe,
ready to use, for about 50 cents. This
simple mixture. own be depended upon
10 restore natural color aria beauty
vous, arid would suffer such pain r
every month, that I thought, at times.
I would die Was in such condItiou
that I couldn't do my work half of
the time, and would have awful smotb-
cling spells
My husband bought me a full treat-
ment of Cardut Itrhettlell lied I can
truthfully say that after I took the
last bottle I was well: Am enjoying
the best of health now, and am so
thankful to Cardul"
Take Cardui for your trouble. Toe
will never regret-4.--liegiu today,.Aek
R. Wes, re Ladies' Advisory Dept..chatia-
rieoga Medsise Teats for
Seo Inernstions. and 64:we ib.mc 
ns..
eat-
trent for Wumets,"' sent to Liam wraldlet. usfesmeoL Adv.
Question of Height.
Michael-Cone_ quick...Putr,i k Is ,
stuck in a bog up to his ankles
James 'Duni worry, then: if he's t
only up to his ankles he can soon get
out again!
Silks- 'fen but he went in head
firsts Pearson's Weekly.
--- --
FACE COVERED WITH PIMPLES
to the hair :did is splendid for dan-
druff, dry, itch)* ecalp arid falling hale.
A well-known druggist says every-
,' achy uses Wyetles Save awl Sulpher,
because it darkenn so naturally and
evenly ttlat nobody can tell hae been
applthd ee ears. to use, too You
sitnely dampen a comb or soft brush
and draw It •hrough tour hair, taking
one strand at a time. Ily morning
Bre ?Tay hatr-itienppesre: after an-
other apilication or ten, it is fo-
stered to its' natural rotor and looks
MAJ. S. MARTIN
You can obtain Dr. Caldwell's Ry
Pepsin at any dote ewe for fifty us
or one &Myr, the littler Site
bought by _heads of families air
familiar wide Its nainta. Reeults
always euaranteed or Money 'will
refunded
When you use Syrup Pepsin you
MI the fallacy of chewing tninta
tablets or of taking cathartic., ee.
pills and similar draatte medicines. U
Ilk.' these Syrup Pepsin does out I
Its good effort. and by automattell
training the stomach and bowel
eles to du their weak. soon Tuatara*
these omits* to Mania'
• Families wishing to try a free saw"
pie bottle ran obtain it pest paid by ail
*raping Dr. W It Caftleell, 20'o Walk*
ington Rt., Monticello III A postill
card' with your teetie and address ea
will do.
Watch Your Colts
Pot t.egne. 1/14.4.enpor and a. ,b. ant
•o. itiltoesi gazaszei. ..1 mei ..,,.41•1 fa, , ,44.4 wen
anal mad Ps at
Ittletr11111.31 tillIPIPS sip
IQ rent. •roll I: a 14.1114. * and 14 thin 4',I' a .4 say armors'. .aanmalli
..r 4r..•rnsd •1•4 1 1 IN 41, 11E.
S. hamlets stud lad. IL. ie. A.
Phones for Turkey.
Tio. Anglo French COM
%hull aecured LIAO f•I•P11/11 from
the Tie-Mist. gevernment for Conetantt
nipple three years ago, has rompleied
as histalialinti. and the °Model 'Hauge
alien or Igo 1,11blie linkr% Ice -huh jurt
.ittliett place Abele lessee, miles of
sires I 4. b•••-ji laid. This includes
• $idenarite. cables under the
emir of 'amid There- 'Sr.' eiready 4,0.001
eibscribiets. The -operators are all
amine gins Greeks, An:tete:hie and
Jeueeses, and et ell se .rio Turkish
- - - —
Important to Mothers -
Ehtaninie carefully every bottle of
CASTOHIA. a safe and sure remedy /or
infants and children, and see that
In rse For Over 30 Years,
Children Cry for Fleteher's Castoria
Among the ConstellatiOns.
"That is the big dipper."
"Yes. inifee
'And yiender is the little-dipper "
-Mut:Me"
'What is it. Harold'!"
"Have they no ledividnal denkOig
cupsr -Kansas ('ity Journal.
ROOFINGS
We ,kiclitt:t., tu..4 ats. «away 45.. 1.'."-.t , .lie.••• 1
sto.ks 1...tooce In the mulls, In F...4.
I Lb..and gatvantZ.. ru r an
••••/..rt, all 1/711,m. in,- Asia. ••..
aIssi TrY "Parold.- King of
Pi.1K..ton-Vhunnuil Iron V.-nip...tit%
bee 11.4 ttng Tett years. wItIst.ut- a
Ira" fitey-I. Italie/ay and
atempi.h., Tehre see*. Ad% •
- —
• An Agreeable Cure.
-If I ever have to choose a disease,'
said Weary Walker, "I'll plea neuras
- theme."
•'Wot.16 good ter It. Weary!'"
.',1..4-oti,lett-
Kill the Flees fl-iive and Prevent
d;•,....ie A DaliST FLY KILLER will tt
Kea thousaad• IAN& all teas's. All dealera
or*IN tt:sietl-ref• PIM twill B. SOME1W.
- De kale Ave.. N Adv.
214 lirevard Sit, Tampa. Fla-
"Some three years aga I cpmmenced
to suffer fre.a rash on my face and
back Before the pimples came on my
face there were a lot of blackheads It
face Wks covered a-1th pimples They
grew and neht ist the and or *act
pimple It was all -white I carelessly
Oared them slat my linger nails,
which made them spread. and 1 soon
diecovervd- them on my back Ms.
back' was covered with pimples and
my face the same way_ At night I
.could hardly sleep on account Of the _
burring and itching sensation they
caused. I did not like to go out bee
cause the pimples caused disfigure.
went
"Seeing the advertisement of Cut!.
cura Soap and Ointment in one of ,
the magazhcarifent for a sample. IA_
boded Cuticura Soap and Olub
ment, and I am glad to he able to ;
say that I am entirely cured of pine '
ples." iSienedi Jno 0 Darlington.
'Jun 25. 1913
Cuticula; Soap and Ottittnent sold!
throughout the world Sample of each
free with 32-p. Skin Rook Address post-
card -Cutteura. Dept. 1.. Boston "-Ade.
We Must Have it
Pessimist-The met of lit tag is ter-
.' ;
Opttniist -But it's worth the price.
.ki'hiladelphia Public Ledger.
!ph who were mitre witted-lolls ma-iar,a and feevr omraend it to those
dowse -its... -S. Szywianowsitt. St.
Stephen's Church. !lath Amboy N. .1.
SlIste Sahel' se ere's, all druggists Or
by Parcels Post prepaid frorn,t lomtem.
ski & Co.. St. ashingtos. C
. -
France Honors American Artist,
The French goevernment has pun
based for the Luxembourg gallery the
verightal painting by Arthur Beckham •
of Jack Spratt and His Wife," one of
the series Hackhain pletures -now run-
ning in St Nicholas Magazine This
I. the highest honor that the French'
government can confer upon a paint.
iug by a living artist Not until the
-artist-le dead are his raiteitatin
cur *he Louvre
Pale, -Emaciated Children
frequently suffer from worms. The
old reliable remedy, rrey's Veratifuge
given on an empty stomach expels the
worms and soon restores the child to
ruddy health. 25c at all dealers. -Ael• 
Probably Will.
- -Another Chicago woman has mur
dere.ci her husband for treating her
brutally,"
"That ought to he lessen to hint '
Neuralgia
sulfererefind instaiit relief' in
Sloan'e LiniMent. pr-ne-
traties to the painful pert -
soothes and quiets the nerves.
No rubbing-merely lay it ea_
SLOAN'S
LINIMENT
Kills Pain
Fee Neeridele
"I weak! 4,4 be without Tom 1,1.4
mint sad prume it td all vrtio *offer
with aeutiggi. or et.eu ma tier or
•ny Sing.' - Henry Swap. as
lf•••••••••
Pale All Gene
aioffere-1 quite server, net.
mare henttactse fir I Months iiirithoat
avy rebel 1 wird pour Liuircri.t far
two or tlge., ri.g!,Le and I hate,. tsar-
fered with aer sot7e,"-10. 1 EL
3•••141••• 1••••••••41. Ay.
Tniaraseees for Cola sad Crews
lily gal. e:,e year, old,
esi.ght a seireYe cold, and 1 ease tont
threeeln,ta of Sloan's Linuneht
on roots to hot and et, got op El the
morning w.ti. no signsior a cold, A Is
tie boy nest door had croup acid I gem
the mother the 1...toopent. She glove bosh
three drum on pans to bed, ar.: he got
up without the .-roan in the rust.-ne."-Mr V. IL &sump. 111
Ai allaselwa Pam 21.-. MAO
Nom'. $ook ea Hamm ewer fr oe_
As.
fAll I SIWA, ht, kstet, Kass.
Comparisoes.
ADVICE TO THE MAD
Pe•nam Fadeless Dyes will last an-
eDoes Tightwad keep Sunda)
"1 expect he Alois. If he ever gels.
hold of Judge.
uttis Pills
term • specific ettect es Incise sirrsois.
ethinillortiee the tinh et•. aft e• miters/I actin*.
and [mean. vigor tl the *bole nit.....
W N. MEMPHIS, NO '4-1014,
mothers! 1Wives! 
.
1 Just aWordWithYou.
Daughters!
A woman's organism is a very delkate thing-it very east
gets out . of_order -lust him a delicate piece of machinery,
requires more than ordinary care and attention.
There are many sign... which point todutorder. sestras header him issancesra t-
able mons in various parts of the bod,, hat Irwieses. Dervoustsees,trntahleases.
&wages, faintness. bocksietsis, kai of appetite, chspeoseksb. and mord othera
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
has been the reverie of restoring thousands of ostfertagesiuma to natural health
and strength. for more than forty years it ler beim aneesnabilly
this great work_ Today it Is armoire throughout the ltk sod bee•dth itimseg
host Won.* everywhere took epos it as • Web* Mead.* -bee It ails&
yew fee SC sear. foam Dr. earoye's
Soli to ̂ odd er sada hrs. OF a. trial Is.
Plietrese'l 1Pilemeamest Ponote rimpaledei libtrevssects, .rdliv liesimmas
ILO •
You Look Prematurely Old
Se. .
Illsommo of the.. ugly, grtarty, gray hairs. Woe "LA CRIME" HAIR Olt EOSINS. PRIG
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The NEW STYLES
  FOR - .
Spring and Summer
Await Your Selection
AT OUR STORE
The styles this season-are in-- marked
trast with what has gone before. They are dif-
ferent and prettier. Ounstocks are complete
and varied enough to_meet the most exacting
taste. 
_
_ Our book of styles from our Ready-to-wear
and Shoe Departments illustr,ting the very
cream of this Season's Iteady2to-wearand Shoes,
exceptionally low priced to/eneet mail order com-
petition is for the convenience of those who
can't run into the store frequently.
Come to our store it you can, if you can't come
send us your order by mail- your orders by mail will
receive our immediate careful -attention. If you have
not received one of our Shoe and Ready-to-wear Cata-
logues, send us your name and address.
. Whenever yotr want samples of Dress Goods
anything in our 1)ry Goods line, write us write us to-
day anyway, you surely want something.
 •'alstallaltWwWwwmo, 
FRECKLES
Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Re-
move Them With The °thine
Perscription
I This perscription for the re-
moval of fret kles was written
by prominent physician and is
'tlimally en smeeesaful in rerraw-
frig frteklem and giving a clear,
beautiful complexion thut it is
sold by druggists tinder guaran-
tee to re:it ti the mone if it
fails.
Don't hide
tier a veil: get
Inc and rernov
'our, eckles
-6unce of oth-
lerfl. Even the
first few aPplietations should
show a wonderful inzprovernent,
some of the lighter freckles van-
iishing entirely.
Be sure to ask the druggist
for the double strength othine:
It is tills that is sold on the mon-
ey-back guarantee.
- • - --
" Card of Thanks.
We wish to express our thanks
to our many friends and neigh-
hors who were so kind to us andstood by us in the sickness and
death of our darling wife and
mother, Shellie; and when the
same domes to them may each
and every one be favored with
the Same blessings they have
shown us. We also want to
thank the doctors and nurses
who did all they could. May
God's richest blessings rest up-
on you all is our prayer.- Bodie
I Cathey. Mother ad Children.
SUNDAY SCHOOL AND MISSIONARY CONFERENCE FEEL GOOD--AAUGH---
BE HAPPY AND WELL
Paris District—McKenzie, Tenn., Apri! 27-29, 1914
or -
Take Some Dodson's Liver Tote
To-night and See How Much
.Nloaday, April . 7th. 7:45 p. m. Sermon/  Rev,. LAN Crump4_., Better You Will Fed
9:00 a. m.
9:15 a. m.
9:30 a. m.
9:45 a. m.
10:00 a. m.
0:15 a. m.
1030 a.
10:45 a. m.
Tuesday, April 28
Devotional 
Organization.
The Sunday-Se.00l
(a) Of Yesterday 
(t-) Of Today 
tc) Of,Tomorro • lion. R. T. Wells,
The Superintendent
(a) His Aim J. L. Stewart
kb} flis-Week-Day--Werk-witiv the Lesson •
1100 a. m. .
11:15 a. m. Sermon 
1:25 p. m.
1:45 p. m.
2:..0 p. m.
2:15.p. m-
2:3) p. m.
2:45—p. m.
BODO. m.
3.16 p. m.
3:40 r, m.
3A5 p. m.
7:3) p. m.
-;
good ofter taking Dodson s.
 - is R . S. F. vnn eetone -guaranteed without
Sermon 
Wesisesilay. April 29
The Last Season!
OF 
FAIRVIEW STOCK FARM IN CALLOWAY CO.
Fairview Stock Farm offers for the breeding season of 1914 the most tempting and
enticing enducements that have ever been offered 10 the breeding public. A general cut-throat
reduction for the services of the greatest breeders that have ever bleised this section of the
country, has been made.
Sprague Patch an excellent individual, sired by the world's Champion Pacer, has Ifreenmost shamefully reduced to the low price of $30.00.
Braden Gentry a most wonderful horse, that contains all the qualities of his famous._ sire, John R. Gentry. has the pitiful sum of t.lf attached for his services
The Algerian.* phenomenal trotter, a race track fiend, and like his sire, The Bondsman,Is one of the greatest breeders that has ever been brought into this coon._
try. He suffers the same humiliation as Gentry and will make the season for $20.00
Napoleon the Champion Mammoth Jack of Kentucky, who has never met his WaterlOb:and the Handsome Black, .lack. CARMACK, by a famous imported sire, will both
make the season at $12.00, and never has the services of such fine blood ever been offered
at such low prices. It is red iculous, we admit.
This is absolutely the last seasoa of this barn of stock, as they will
be on the marl et- at the close of this season.
---
Mr. Breeder, this is your lest chance at this fine barn of &Stk. They
will be elsewhere next season. Lovers of fine stock should grasp this last
golden opportunity of a life time.
We wish to thank our friends and patrons for their patronage of the
past seasons and we cordially invite them to take advantage of this present
and last season of Fairview Stock Farm.-- -
FAVORITE COOK, by old Captain Cook, and one of the best horses
in the county, can be purchased now at a very low price.-
L. WHITNELL
Rev. W. F. Tuten
!
Murray, Kentucky-Thousands of former sufferers 
Proprietor and Owner
from constipation, biliousness. I
Rev. J. H. Witt 
sick headache and stomach ills l 0 1111'—'1316;"°16"-'-- .44141-1b-11---.1b"Sti ‘41‘--11;s-,1111%----.4*--ilis-41!Q5
are now brighter, healthier and 1_
lay and Aurora road.Dr. I. A. MeSwain happier through taking Dodson's
Liver Tone, the medicine which 
Empire Lime 0769 I J. F. Seaford Stock. 
.
J. F. SEAFORD.1 1268*
was made to use instead of cab- .
This fine stalion  will stand.'mel. They have karaed-toamitite DON BAY.- This Gold Dust and Five car loads Buggies and
again.
Dodson's -Ilne—retnedy is so Farris-34 miles Southeast w it:he season at $s:ist. ----
,the season at. the barn of Walter i Copper Bottom Horse will mak., Swuitrirenoyst.tfiatncptrantitiliges f;re ce•ill:eli._sy:
Murray. Ky.., on the old Alexan-1 Prof. W. G•l'erYear different from calomel. You feel JACK SPAMBRD. My fine jack my Buggies spit:save money.(c) His Wed: Day Wei k With•-the Teacher
. Jones iffects, such as with purgatives.1
Iind_egr peolaitc.e at $10 to insure a liv-
Description and Pedigree: -- Half season fee beat etilt from •(d)- His Woilc With the Scholar":
There are _no depressing afte'r-i'
t will make the staaon Astir' 5i). ./. W. Denham Hazel, Ey.
HARRIS. - My
. 'Pickens Viso do not Chauge your habits Empire Line is 9 years old fine 
each; riding bridle for second
will.mak he a
• ;
h t Dd bay, - hands" high, weight best: At my -stah!cs- one mile 'The Teacher • at Cherry. i
Devotional ,Rev. T. L Perty 
Liver Tone. There is no pain 1.200 pounds. and sired Online !north of Shiloh, I mile south of • charged, $1.5f).—John T. liti t. '
regular Rind .. o n e 
18. ___2.C, with a record of 2:04: he
by Shadeland Onward 6010,. 
Sage Hill school house—on Mur- . Apr. 2-14 'la) His Qualification nor gripe, tvo change in yourJ S. Leach 1--11-•ts Liver Tto) His Work.with the Leaspn__ ...P. DAP. Paiberts promptly ilea= the dulled brain
1 d •
li with a record of 2:18 1 by On.-
- 
ward 1411. record 2:Z j; George(c) Between Lessons - - Mrs. Yates
(d) .Before the Class  H. A-. 
Crawford.and 
 
0/111_ - -
, natural way. assisting Natcfre"!Wilks 519* record 2::M. First.
(a) As a Field Dr. G. L. Powers 
in the struggle against constipa- I dam, Lula Wilks the dam of Bee.The Susithiy-School The- Church's Opportunity
(b) As a For Peof. J. A. 
Robins. tion and- biliousness. Dodson's' Line, 2:164. Flavilla -.-4.4 Pace
The Advantages of &Cradle Roll ..Mrs. W. R. Clark 
also stimilotogi you mid builds and 2: trot, by Red Vv. ilks
you up and strengthens you at 1749 sire 173, by Geo. Wilks 519
The Rights' ofr.a Primary Pupil -.Mrs. J. A. Robins Same time. 
- _ , If you are a breeder you cann4
The Wesldy Adult Bible Class  . H ., • gs A reliable, pleasant-tasting i 
afford to breed for speed and dri-
°fathered  , Vegetable liquid, 
Doc150Tes,L.Liv-. ears without first seeing _Ern,-Th - &index &hod:in ItiRelation to 1.7 
Ckildhocd pire Line. He is a producer of
Rev. C. A. Waterfield condition by Dale & Stubblefield' 
high. class in-all respect.
who will cheerfully refund pur- Walt Farris.-
-. chase price (50c.) instantly.
. "S:45 a• in- DeVatianal.  ... :77- • . . .. ......... ..%t. _W ..lienlise_svi,thout question in e N. ent of
any dissatisfattiom with the
. ,
L.
Rev. J. L. Weaver , remed-Y or itit results.__........_____
Rev.,W. G. Nall Card of Thanks. '
- 'Rev. W. T. Ihalley
- • SW
..r
9:00 a.
9:15 a.
9:30 a.
9:45 a.
10:00 a.
Woad Wiie Missions
m- (a) Authority-
m. '4b) Purpose -
AO Source of Power
m. (d) Individual Resionsibility .Rev. J. C. Rudd I take this method of expres-
in. The Church's Present Attitude. Is It What It sing my many thanks to the- peo-
 ,.Rev..J. M. Jenkins. pie tof Calloway county, also Drs.
Rev. A. H. Bezzo -Keys, Smith and Phillips for
-Rev. J. M. Picks their care and assistance shown
during the siekness and death
Rev. A. E. Wilson of my beloved husband. Chap-
man Fulcher. May God bless
J. L. Richardson
them all is my prayer. Flora
Fulcher.
W. H. Robbit 
S L Barger
p. in. (d) Fifty.t ;to Sessions Possible Every Year. 
- .R, E. Humphreys
2:45 p. m. How to Make the Most of Child rens Day  •
Rev. S. R.-Hart-
3:00 p. m. The Essential Fathers of eheSuccessful.Sunday-
School........ ............ ;Rev. F. H. Cummings
All the preachers are:reqUested to be preseut as earl? as the
• rtigh of the-77th. 'they will appoint -az many as one delegate
from their respective charges:and urgeltheir attendance.- The,
PUDefflirf14011.3 4e."818111:frilueslfedlireseist. Tha-,Peleter.
will forwarti-to Rev.'S. F. Wynn of McKenzie the naMen -of the
.,I.e,zates and al 'hoss! wht,!upeta tonattend.--:L.,14. Hatn'Iton.
Should1Be'
,10:15 a. m. The Foward Look 
10:30 a. m. • Is the Church Ready'
 00 Sermon
1:30 p. m. Devothz.al 
The Country Suaday-School
1:45 p. in. fa) .Itt Organization 
2:00 p. m. .(hrIts Purpose 
2:15 p. m. (c) Its Greatest Need 
•
41. • dll•
Favorite Cook 39063.
This well known horse will
make the season of 1914 at my
stable at Cherry, at the ,remark-
able low price of $10.00 to insure'
a living colt -
Favorite cook is a 4ori of .the
famous rapt'. Cook, 8O$3. - This
horse i. ii .s.ta.asittrirlared trotter,
ind a great sirehdm. Cola- h:go-
tist, by Egotist.-John T. Hurt
&
•
registered
will serve th seation at $1,00
cash, or at $1.
Drinkard, 2.1
Murray.
Will stancrat the same place,
undecsame conditions, at $.5.00,,
Descript'ion and Pedigree: Star-
light is a beautiful black. 14i
hands high, is well formed and
has good bone. He was sired by
Rolley, he by Burton Star Night.
His dam was a Starlight jenmet
Rolley's dam was a Stonewall
jennet, the old Brewer stock,
known-as the Robert Spencer
jack. Season premium for hest
colt. Someone on the farm at
all tidies. Yours for business,
3264 WALTER FARRIS.
The following stock will make the season atjay---stalsk, 6 - saes
west of Murray and 2 miles north-east of Lynn grove.
Artist Charmer 2391 
H Crose 43 h5y Iffy , e y
IlFREEMAN. -- This splendid y 
Fraahho's Cromwell. Ir .
racy. 2 years old, Montgomery Dare's Chief 5286
- Stock for Sale: 
(-A It
. •
at $10 00 i• inure a love slays Art
Charmer ,dart lay 15 3-4 hisoils. He • as sirorti
Artist 75, lee by Ituairrifrilkaara 67. First slam. Maisie Croomuell 339,
1031. He awl leti colts have use wane prises at tie Fairs.
, Mead lia• suet of geed sire He u•s sired he Illoatesisperi Da
-1:°P time.—Clint 1361, be It.surles• Chief El, he loy Hamsua Closet 1666,
s siorth • of sob, Priske Rupert $57. he Iss Black Squirrel 5*. loe by Illach
" 4104° bowl saddle colts 's the state I purchases! Ira fro. W. S. Dictum
.1 • 1Frel Mires katti t•
Black Joe Jr
at $111.141. Name sooditiesis as
above He is 3 rears idol a
7316, he he Heatgeisaery ilt•f
first dada Repert Girl 5357,
nos, eat et the best
Trest.a by. I *say
if 11:ch pick isith %bite paiats. Ha wile he woos of
I •/ St 1110 as the mei coaaltioss . -I • . .
jack, one mule. 2 years cold this' otae ifter    e lc --------------------------------Ilo 1 owl of imia omit.L.
sowing,: +,,reciutight. six-inekg+0,..‘,..k. Hee se•••• at 6111.41W. • -_- • --, ...... i., ... ' •
north of hinitay, --'three. mile a a. ient•ii* le ;a • as irad,as stock that is htiml t. thst.als•••41..i,
west of Almo.—W. M. Bryant.
2268, • Bumbeiland 'Phone
unket male
n ray.home
$1.00 cash: if
Two mares. in fuer blr-gooct., m it"-, yet, ill jack, Mack 1.410".Itit• p•i•tt It'd
•
I. CRAWFORD.
• • Zainilawnuaralitass....
r• -̀-
WO COM .K1-
A
••••
••••
a
